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It's a 24-hour clock-and electricity is on the
job every minute of those 24 hours!
From the time you get up in the morning 'ti!
you flick off th e light at night, it's there to help you
-with the washing, ironing , cooking, cleaning,
almost every hou sehold chore! And when you turn
in for the night , it goe s steadi ly on-heating
the
water, cooling the refrig erator, ready in an in stant
should you ca ll on it .
Thi s is real round-th e-clock ser vice, isn't it?
Yet it costs you only pennie s a 24-hour day. _What
else in your fami ly budget gives you so mu ch for
so littl e money?
" MEET CORLISS ARCHER"- A8C -Fr idays, 9,30 P. M., Eostern Time
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The Sageof Fluvanna
It is not of ten that a man becomes a legend in his own lifetime. That this
has happened to Dr. Robert Edward Loving is due in large part to a downto-earth qualit y of this trul y great man who has only contempt for sham and
pretension .
He wears his honors lightly just as he carries lightly the 80 years for which
he was honored at a birthday party on April 20. As a matter of fact, the
"Sage of Fluvanna" has seemed to grow noticeably younger in the past few
years. This has been attributed to the fact that for several years since the
death of Mrs. Loving he has lived as "one of the bo ys" in his own suite in
Thomas Hall.
He still has a large part in the affairs of the Baptist General Association
of Virginia which he has served as president . He still serves as secretary to
his belo ved Phi Beta Kappa.
And, of course, he still serves ex-officio and without compensation as secretary of the Fluvanna County chamber of commerce . His thousands of
friends in the body of alumni, in the Baptist denomination and in other
walks of life hope that he will be spared for many years to keep alive the
glory that was and is Fluvanna.
No building could be more appropriate as a memorial for Frederic Wil liam Boatwright than the library which is now under construction on the
site of the old Playhouse. Dr. Boatwright had often expressed the belief
that "the library is the most vital building in a Universit y . .. the uni versal
laboratory where eYery student and every teacher does his work. "
Upon its completion in the summer of 1955 it will be the most impressive
building on the campus , towering above the lake, as a constant symbol of
the love and devotion of a great Christian educator for an institution he had
known both as a student and as president .
There has been so much cheering about the men's basketball team (Page
5) which has won a couple of State championships while extending to 26
its number of consecutive victories over Big Six rivals that insufficient applause has been given to another State championship team at Westhampton
College. The girls not only have won two consecutive championships but
they have gone through two seasons undefeated. (Page 4.)
And, speaking of championships, the University of Richmond debaters
have won nation-wide recognition, winning five tournaments and posting
an amazing record of sixty-eight victories and only twenty losses. James A.
Golden, Richmond's debate coach who does not believe that silence is
golden, tells something of the behind-the-scenes activities in his article on
Page 7.
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Every former Richmond College student owes a debt of gratitude to
Professor Woodford B. Hackley who is writing a series of thumbnail
sketches identifying the faces that look down upon the diners from the
refectory walls. (Page 3.)
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HOW TO DO A WHODUNIT
By WILLIAM W. SEWARD, '3~ (who has)

in effect, that good floating around loose, planted a few incrimiprose is architecture , a comment which nating documents on his person, and there
is especially applicable to the mystery story. you were.
Detection, itself, was reasonably simp le
The alert writer , therefore, does not worry
about design until he first knows what he is then. If there was a straw on the trousers of
going to build. Although there is no stock the main suspect, your Great Detective me;ely
formula for writing and no ready-made an- waved a slender hand and said, ' This man
swers for creative problems, three things was hiding in Lord Hotspot's racing stables
make a good story: take characters like scoun- -t he Noble Lord beds his horses in straw
drels and law-abiding citizens , put them in like that. Here is the miscreant who drugged
an interesting or exciting situation, and let the favorite for the Nether Wa llop Sweeps
them work out of it. What James M. Cain and drowned the jockey in the horsepond ."
once told me is perhaps a variatio n of this Think of it- no chemical analyses, no microscheme. He remarked, "There is only one scopes, no mechan ical devices of any kind!
story; two people in love and why they can't
Things are quite different now . For examhave each other." Many murders, of course, ple, your snake slithering down the bell-rope
have accompanied this situation.
or springing from a box-you'd receive nuForty or fifty years ago the writing of merous letters about that serpent. Herpemystery novels, though not a particularly re- tologists would ask what species it belonged
spectable profession, was not nearly the haz- to; the SPCA would accuse you of cruelty to
ardous trade it has become in recent years. animals because you shut it up in a box. There
Then you merely took a setting, a plot, some is no place for twin brothers from Asia, or
characters, mixed them together, and there houseke epers and butlers and unknown poiswas your story. No one became excited about ons. Currently, you have police laboratories
to contend with, and patho logists and forenthe occupation or nationality of your culprit;
no one threatened you because you cast sic medicine , not to mention varicolored rays
aspersions on Santa Claus, Indiana; it was and teletape and ballistics , and some other
your own concern if your plot was full of headaches. Believe me, you'd better know all
about them! Your readers will if you don 't,
holes .
The process of committing murder, too, and they'll write nasty letters commenting on
was relatively easy in the old days. If you your ignoran ce.
By all odds, the worst problem today is
wished to use snake-bite, you simply introduced the snake to the victim, sending the your villain. Early in this century , even, he
could be anything you cared to make him
creature down a bell-rope with instructions
or mailing him to the murderee in a box. You -t hat is, provided he robbed poor widows,
indulged in blackmail, and was the kind who'd
used rare and nameless poisons, injected
hypodermic needles into unresisting older sell his grandmot her's bones for fertilizer.
But times have changed. You must now
chara cters in trains, or put kno ckout drops in
treat your villain with care. If he is a reyour heroine 's coffee r ight out in public. Nor
was there any major concern about coinci- turned veteran, you must make him suffer
dence. If you· were stuck for a solution to from combat fatigue or the American Legion
will blacklist you; if he is a member of a
your plot, you manufactured a twin brother
in Asia or you found a housekeeper or butler minority group, you' ll be accused of racial

H

EMI NGWAY HAS SAID,

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Bill Seward 's success as a writer will surprise none of
the members of the committee who selected him in 1934
as the recipient of the Charles Norman Medal for the
Best Graduate in English. The Collegians of his undergraduate years and the Web show evidences of his
handiwork . He was president of Pi Delta Epsilon.
Now, when his duties as head of the English depart ment of the Norfolk division of the College of William
and Mary permit, he writes pleasantl y and profitabl y
for a growing audience. He is perhaps best known for
a corking good mystery novel, Skirts of the Dead Night .
(He's now working on another novel and two short
stories.)
His honors include the presidenc y of The Poetry Society of Virginia.
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prejudice; if he is Spanish or French or Italian, you' ll hear from Consulates; if you make
him a waiter , the Waiters ' Union will picket
you as being "U nfair to waiters." If you have
a fema le villain, she'd better not be a babysitter or the Amalgamated Society of Babysitters will stage a stand-up strike at your
front door. If the culpr it is a lawyer, the
bar association will denounce you; if he's a
minister , the chur ch wi ll condemn you; and,
finally, if you make him a Communist, a Congressional Committee wi ll ask you how you
happen to know so much about Communism.
The only way to avoid villain-troubl e in
this advanced age is to make your murderer
strong, handsome, a graduate of one of our
largest universities , so rich that he doesn 't
have to earn his living, and, if possi ble, a
descendant of Joh n Alden and Priscilla - to
my kno wledge, there is as yet no Organization to Protect the Good Name of John
Alden and Priscilla.
Better still, don't write at all. In which
case you may simp ly be content to read
mystery novels. Why anyone should apologize
for reading ( or not reading) mysteries , or
any other form of literatur e, is something I
have never been quite able to understand.
Mystery writers do not, as a rule , spend their
time reading mysteries. They are more lik ely
to indulge in a book by Melville, Emerson ,
Henry James, Hemingway, or maybe curl up
with a treatise on Int ernationa l Law, or perhaps a copy of John Donn e's lyrics. They
read these books for pleasure-escape-if
you please, even as others read mystery stories,
but they fai l to see why they should eithe r
boast or apologize about it. As a matter of
fact, all reading, except that which is done
for information, is escape, for every writer
of fiction as well as narrative poetry and plays
strives to create a convincing illusion. Writers of mystery novels, furthermore, are willing to settle for the truth, namely, that mysteries are not in general to be classed among
the "g reat books" of all time.
Yet, what about that man named Poe?
W hat about Macbeth , a great mystery stcny,
and Crime and Punishm ent, a detective story
of the first rank? Then there is Edwin Dr ood
and a "novel of suspense " called An American Tragedy, not to mention Intruder in the
Dust. At a time of certain obscurities in many
forms of writing the mystery is ingratiating
enough and clear enough to enlist the reader 's
inte rest and to seek to please him. Its merits ,
in my opin ion, have earned it a reserved distinction and it is entit led to a position of
literary respect.
Some mystery novels are good and some
are bad ; some have even crept into the ranks
of great literature. What baffles their creators is why critics and sophisticated readers
insist on making such a fuss about them .

No, They're Not Stool Pigeons

THOSEFACESON THE-WALL
By WOODFORD B. HACKLEY
daily quest of caloPries in the men'syourdining
hall you wonERHAPS

DURING

dered about those serious looking gent lemen
who peered down at you from their picture
frames on the walls.
Why, you pondered, did some of them
choose such quaint costum es? Why did so
many of them prefer to look on the world
from ambush? Why didn't they harvest the
luxuriant hirsute adornment which bedecks
their noble physiognomies? Did they have
something to hide? Are they the Dean's
stool pigeons? Could they be Russian agents?
Or have their effigies been suspended yonder
simply to camouflage hol es in the wall? Just
who are they and why are they here in the
first place? Surely they are not winners of
beauty contests.
Well, it can now be revealed that they were
not there to spy on you-to find out whether
you preferred blond es or brunettes, or whether
you had studied your lessons. They wou ld
have known the answer to the second question, and-aw well-they liked both blondes
and brunettes . They lived before the age of
specialization .
These are the men-or some of the menwho made it possible for you to get your
education for less than cost. Many of them
were working for you long before you were
even a gleam in your father's eye.
Let's take a look at some of the older boys
in this assemblage. There are some remarkable chap s there.
•
There's a fellow who was born in England.
He was a very precocious youth. At the age
of one year, realizing that America was a
good place to live, he emigrated hi ther,
bringing his mom and dad along. On the
voyage over a British man-of-war, in quest of
sailors, overhauled their ship and took the
family aboard. In the transfer the young
emigrant fell in the ocean, but was retrieved
without damage. 'Twas a trying situation,
but this young chap exhibited so much personality (required so much attention) that he
induced the British captain to excuse his pop
from service in His Majesty 's Navy. This
d1ap arrived in this country in time to play an
important role in founding your Alma Mater.
(James B. Taylor)
One of these men managed to get his education at the cost of one dollar per month
- 33 months for 33 dollars. For these 33
bucks he imbibed enough knowledge to be a
soldi er, a merchant, a lawyer, a legislator, a
minister, and one of your Trustees. Those
were the days I You should have gotten your
education th en. Did you imbibe as much?
( Addison Hall)
There's a man who was pastor of a church
40 miles from his home. He had to ride old

Dobbin and cross the Rappahannock River to
get there, yet he never failed an appointment in 27 years. By the way, how many
times were you late for class in 4 years?
Don't answer that one 1 (Philip Montague)
You will remember the Chinese gentleman,
in pensive mood . Well, h e did a lot for the
cause of Christianity; h e worked faithfully
with one of your brother alumni in China. He
had a daughter named Ah Wun. I take it,
she was his first born. (Yong Seen Sang)
There's the Chemistry Professor who performed all the experi ments himself, never
allowing his students to experience personally
the joy of getting fumes in their eyes, of
burning holes in their hides, or of mixing
two foul smelling fluids to concoct something
that smelt even worse. Can you imagine it?
You should have taken Chemistry when he
was around. Requiescat in pace! He would
have known what that Latin meant, too.
(Bennet Puryear)
We must not forget the story-teller. He's
the Trustee who had the temerity to invade
the North very soon after that cannon-a nd minie-ball game of 1861-65, in which the
North, as you may recall, made the last
touchdown. The purpose of this invasion was
to interview certain of his erstwhi le enemies
with the idea of diverting some of their
shekels to a poverty stricken College in Richmond. Sounds like a tough assignment, but
he had what it took. As a starter, he told a
story about an old darkey and a possum; he
told it so well that it netted $1250 for Richmond College. In short, he brought home
the bacon. He raised enough money in the
North to build and equip the Library on the
old campus, make other improvements, and
set up Scholarships . ( A. E. Dickinson)
There's a Greek Professor who left his
impress on generations of students . Through

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Professor Woodford
B. Hackl ey, the
oldest professor on the Richmond College faculty in point of service, has been
at the University since 1924 and is now
professor of Latin.
An avid student of history and a
painstaking researcher he is currently
engaged in the preparation of thumbnail sketches of the great and near-great
whose portraits look down from the
Refectory wall. When he has completed
this monumental task, the sketches will
be published by the University .
The picture was taken on his farm in
Culpeper County.
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the medium of a noble languag e he introduced his students to the finer things of life.
But he could do other things , too ; he was
skillful with his hands. A carpenter who
respected the ability to driv e a nail in the
right place more than the ability to commune
with Plato, once said of this Professor: "He
has more sense than any smart man I ever
saw." Could it be that this Professor is still
teaching? Do you hear him saying, "You can
have 'book -larnin ' and drive a nail too." Did
he take a course in the art of driving a nail?
(H. H . Harris)
There is another Trustee - himself an
alumnus - who lik ed his College so well that
he offered to guarantee the move from the old
campus to Westhampton with his personal
fortune, thus assuring a greater future for
the institution. (T. C. Williams , Jr.)
One of these gentlemen helped educate
you, and may have "hatted" you too, that is,
if you belonged to that obsolete brand of
students who wore hats. He was a generous
benefactor at a time when a dollar was 100
cents. (John B. Stetson)
A few of these gentlemen, as you will
remember, prefer busts to portraits . One of
the busts represents a Professor, Trustee and
President of the Board of Richmond College ,
a lawyer, minister, cotton planter, author,
orator, College President , Presidential Elector, a Congressman - both United States and
Confederate , a soldier - both United States
and Confederate, a diplomat, and the man
who secured the Egyptian mummy for the
University Museum. No, I am not speaking
of a dozen men . I am referring to ·just one
man - a citizen of the world, whose statue
stands in Statuary Hall in Washington.
(J. L. M. Curry)
Many of you, while in college , maintained
(C ontinu ed on page 1 1)

They Can't Lose for Winning

STATECHAMPIONSAGAIN
By CAROL JONES, '54

I

the University of Richmond can't
help producing championship basketball
teams as evidenced by the record of the Westhampton College varsity squad, undefeated
this year for the second consecutive season.
Repeating their 1953 record of seven victories
and no losses, this topnotch team increased
to eighteen the number of consecutive triumphs, including victories in the final four
games of the 1952 season.
The season opened officially on January 16
at Farmville, as Westhampton edged out
Longwood College by a closely contested
37-31 score. The majority of the student
body got their first look at the 1954 team in
action on February 10 when they defeated a
comp letely outclassed RPI sextet, 50-24. They
showed in their first home game the unusually high level of play which they maintained throughout the season.
On Febrnary 1 3 the team again took to the
road, this time to Harrisonburg to snatch a
38-27 win over Madison College . The following week the Westhampton team played
hostess to a team from Roanoke College for
the first time. This team, the tallest WC met
all season, appeared to be a fairly even matd1
for Westhampton in the first half, but lagg ed
under the fast pace set by WC in the last
periods, to lose 57-41.
T SEEMS

February 27 was a bad day for William
and Mary, as the men lost to the University
squad following the afternoon game when
Westhampton knocked down the capable
W&M sextet 59-35. The Squaws pulled up
to this final score after being completely
crushed in the first half 30-11 by an inspired
WC combination of speed, accuracy, and perfect timing.
W ins over Lynchburg College and the traditional rival, Sweet Briar, in two home
games wound up the second consecutive undefeated season and gave Westhampton the
eighteen-game total of victories. Lyndlburg,
handicapped this year by lack of height ,
fell 48-32. Sweet Briar was completely
stunned by the spectacular play of the Westhampton team, who seemed to catch fire in
the second half to turn an excellent game into
a really magnificent finale to the season.
The final score, 63-26, was the highest score
in a Westhampton game since 1926.
Pace-setter for this remarkable Westhampton team was diminutive Nancy Lay of Coeburn, captain, center forward , and high
scorer for the season with 158 points. The
key to Westhampton's offense, she possessed
an unerring sense of timing, unusual ballhandling ability in both passing and shooting,
and a spirit of contagious enthusiasm that

placed her among the rare "natural" players.
Nancy, a senior, equally adept at long set
shots, layups , and crip shots, scored a total
of 340 points for Westhampton over four
years, an average of more than 16 points a
game.
Alternating at the two side forward positions were three excellent players. Tall Barbara Magyar , a senior from South Norwalk,
Conn., was at her best in her spot close under
the basket where she would score on a quick
pass from center. She racked up a total
of 65 points during the season. Freshmen
Jane Saunders of Richmond and Margaret
Foster of Waverly , both good shots with
speed and control on the court, will form the
nucleus for next year's offense. Jane's total
for the season was 65 points; Margaret accounted for 56.
The trio of Westhampton guards never
failed to click with precision and control in
their zone defense. Senior Beverly Priddy of
Richmond was the steady member, with an
uncanny sense of timing and perfect coordination. Bobbie Cronin, a senior from Montclair, New Jersey was quick and agile, particularly good at the line, but capable as well
under the basket. At center was tall sophomore Evelyn Moore of Moseley, noted for
grabbing rebounds and for long passes down
the court. Evelyn will be the only one of
the thr ee returning next year.
Coadled by Miss Fanny G. Crenshaw, the
195 4 squad was the fifth undefeated basketball team she has turned out in 40 years as
head of the department of physical education
at Westhampton. While Miss Crenshaw had
nothing but praise and commendation for the
record-breaking performance of her team, she
w'as particularly pleased with the unusual
spirit and morale they exhibited, not only in
games but also in their conscientious attendance at practice and in their remarkabl y cooperative attitude during the entire season.
This bears out the observation of spectators that this Westhampton team had a certain spirit, an intangible spark of something
that set them off from every opponent, that
gave them an advantage even beyond their
superior ball playing. They gave evidence
this year of the highest type of "Westhampton Spirit. "
THE COVER

STATE CHAMPS: Standing left to right-Barbara
Bull, Barbara Cronin, Beverly Pridd y, Jane
Saunders, Barbara Magyar, Evelyn Moore , Margaret Foster, and Coach, Miss Fannie Crenshaw. Kneeling is Nancy Lay, captain of the team.
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A wi nsome brunette, Mary Helen Stewart of
Norton, reigned as queen over the annual
May Day observance at Westhampton
College. Her maid of honor (left) is Miss Jone
Betts of Richmond, a blonde.

Now They'll Have A Place To Play

City ProvidesArena For BasketballTearn
By PAUL W. DUKE, '47

T

sophomore jinx to spoil the
success story of the Spiders' "new look "
basketball team.
To the contrary , the classy cagers of Coach
Les Hooker scaled new heights of athletic
glory that fulfilled the fondest expectations
of Red and Blue faithful.
By all standards , it was a great season
- greater than the 1952-53 campaign which
saw the energet ic, ebullient Hooker deliver
the winning goods with a superb 20-6 record
in his first year at the helm.
And before the final basket had swooshed
through the mesh this go-round , there were
those who were saying the famed five of
1934-35 had finally found its illustrious
equal.
The Pitt-em-in boys of 19 years ago zipped
through a 20-game schedule unbeaten. The
1953-54 squad didn 't do anything quit e that
spectacular-the final figures showed 23 victories, 8 defeats - but it did earn a few claims
to fame in its own right.
For instance( 1) The Spiders for the first time reached
the finals of the Southern Confer ence tourna ment.
(2) The coveted 100-point scoring mark
was reached-a noth er first.
(3) A new record for total scoring (2 ,45 1
points) was established with an average per
game tally of 79.1 points .
The notable result of it all was a second
successive state and Big Six championship
and runner-up honors in the "new" Southern
Conference. In Virginia, the Spiders had no
serious challenger for th e second year in a
row, and consequently continued their mastery of Old Dominion opposition by extending their Big Six victory streak to 26. Emory
and Henry's 83-80 upset shocker in mid-season a year ago was the last defeat at the state
level.
But while the Spiders could glow with
pride at their state record , they saved their
finest hour for the conference tournament at
Morgantown , W . Va.
Now , it's no sacrilege to say that Richmond
teams down through the years have been
something less than sensational in tournament
play. Truth is, the Red and Blue had never
won a tourney game.
But the day of reckoning had to comeand come it did. This time, the Spider s not
only beat VMI, 84-66 , in the opening round,
but up and batted down Furman and AllAmerican Frank Selvy, 85-81, in the semifinals. Zin go! Like that they were in th e
finale showdown with George Washington .
It was anti-climactic that George Washington won the title tilt , 83-70. The RichmondHERE WAS NO

How good is Warren Mills, the Spiders' All-Southern Conference basketball
star?
Petey Jacobs, a Spider star of 15
years ago who now coaches at St. Christopher 's High in Richmond, remembers
the floor antics of the half-pint youngster when he was at Richmond's Thomas
Jefferson High a few years ago .
"My boys used to swear he had three
hands, " said Jacobs .

ers had no reason to feel shamefaced inasmuch as the Colonials ranked high among
the nation's best and twice pr eviously had
defeated the Hookerm en.
The Furman game had been th e one the
boys wanted so badly. In two pr evious encounters with the Paladins Selvy had pe rformed his customary point-making dirt ywork, resulting in Richmond def eats ·of
97-76 and 85-76.
Now , at Morgantown , the Spiders were
ready at last for Big Frank, holding th e nation's top scorer ( 41. 7 average) to an un believable 24 points . Even so, Furman didn 't
fold up meekly and it took an overtime period to settle matters.
The hero was Capt. Warren Mills , pintsized guard dynamo who uncannily dropp ed
in 7 successive fr ee throws in the overtim e
stanza.
But such feats came under the beading of
old busin ess for Mills, a kid who never
learned the meaning of quit. Just five days
before Warren had come shining through on
a 10-point bing e with 2:10 to go against
William and Mary to bring the Spiders from
behind for a 68-63 triumph and pr eservation
of the state victory string.
Mills is a terrifi c comp etitor of the W eenie
Miller school-clever,
quick, deceptive, a
marvelous ball handler and an equally marvelous harasser of the enemy.
Despite his size (5-8 ht. , 150 wt.), Mills is
tabbed by Hooker as " definitely All-Am erican
material. " Warren nailed down All-State,
All-Southern and All-Tournam ent honors
and with an improv ed schedule next winter
Hooker hopes the 21-year-old fireball will
roll up some votes in th e All-Am erican balloting .
Of course, Mills wasn 't the whole show.
He had several hardwood helpmates who did
passably well, to say the least. Among them
were Ed Harrison, th e ex-sailor who dump ed
in 477 points -a new individual mark that
brok e Ed 's old record of 4 57 set the wint er
[ 5
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befor e-a nd Kenn y Dani els, 6-4 forward
who did a fine job of rebounding . Both made
the All-State.
Then ther e were the likes of W alt Lysaght,
Bob Witt, Gil Moran and Hu gh O'Connell,
all of whom aided th e cause. Because it was
such a team job H ooker had a phrase -"co ncentrated effort"-w hich he used to describe
Richmond's cage success.
The Spiders hurdl ed the 100-point mark
for the first time Dec. 14 in trouncing the
N,ewport N ews Apprenti ce School, 104-45.
On Feb . 5, the boys did it again, gleefully
bopping Virginia , 107-84.
Besides the thr ee losses to George Washington and two setbacks to Furman , the
Hook ermen dropp ed games to Maryland , St.
John 's and St. Joseph's (Phila.). The St.
John's cont est mark ed th e Spiders' Madison
Square Garden debut and had their play been
up to p ar the outcome wou ld not have been
62-59 in the Redmen 's favo r. The Spiders'
shooting was miserab le. Two nights later in
Philly, it was much the same story as St.
Joseph's took a 71-59 decision.
And next season ?
The happy days should continue. All
members of the present squad are slated to
return , with reinforcements coming along
from the freshman camp and in several junior
college transfer stud ents. On e of the newcomers will be Tom Savage from Bluefield
College, and alth ough he's large ly a basketball greenhorn, he'll be welcomed with open
arms-as any fellow of 7 feet would be.
Then there'll be Warren Mit chell , nifty
(Continued
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Warren Mills

By IRBY BROWN, '54

IN THE
at the University of
SPIUNG
Richmond. Dogwoods and new loves are
JS

AIR

blossoming: the leaves and old loves are being regenerated. But there's no time for the
inactivity caused by spring fever. On the contrary, the atmosph ere around the lake is one
of expecta ncy, of progress, of b11ilding.
Let's stand up on th e hill by the chapel for
a moment and look across the lak e over toward Richmond Colleg e. Yes, a great many
things are going on- there are many chan ges
taking place on a far-from-stati c campus.
The old pl ayhou se is gone now, and in it_s
place rises a new librar y, to be nam ed th e
Boatw right Memorial Library after th e late
President and Chancellor. Th e busy sounds
of powerful machin ery echo across the campus and proclaim th e not e of "pro gress" to
stud ents, faculty, admini stration , and visitors.
Looking beyond th e library , we see, barely
visible behind the "a d" building , the youngest completed stru cture on campus-the T. C.
Willi ams Law School. Aft er many years of
somew hat heroic perseverance downtown ,
Dean Mu se, faculty, and stud ents are moving
back hom e.
Now, glancing over to the left, we note th e
Student Activities Buildin g, compl eted last
year, and beginning this year to come into full
use. Open houses, facu lty and stud ent entertainm ents, dances, movies, meetin gs, etc., etc.,
have been spo nsor ed this year by the Board
of Governors and many other activities are
planned durin g the remainder of the semester.
Other improvements and chan ges are go ing
on this sp ring, too: roads are being widened
to accommod ate increasing amoun ts of traffic
( as students get richer, their cars get more
numerous, longer, and wider), and a new
entrance is being constructed near the bus
stop.
But let's see the spring bustle of activity
manifested in other fields.
Th e fraternities ( thirt een of th em now)
are busy vying for honors in Gr eek W eek
with most of the 129 pledges who were
added to the ranks in D ecember now full-

fledged members. In add ition to their various
intra-fraternity
proj ects, these neophytes
banded togdher during Help Week to paint
the band building . Th e fraternity averages
were recently compi led and Upsilon Rho, the
freshman member of fraternity row, walked
away with the scholarship trophy.
Coach Pitt's baseball team is in full swing
again. And, speaking of sports, the echoes
from the d1eers at the basketball games are
still reverberating. Th e Spider Five had
another exciting year and well deserved their
numerous plaudits.
Outstanding students in various fields were
recognized at Honors Convocation . Eighteen
Richmond Colleg e men, eight Westhamptonites, and two alumni were written down for
poster ity as the "local geniuses" when they
were elected to Phi Beta Kappa . The leadership fraternities at W esthampton and Rimmond Colleg es, Mortar Board and 0.D.K. ,
chose new members ; and T.K.A. and P.D.E.
also added several to their ranks. Question:
How does a big whe el manage to attend all
the initiation ceremonies and banquets without flunking out of school? There's no time
for anything else, they complain ( somewhat
loudly).
"It's time for a chang e 1" they cried in
Wash'ngton , and also at th e University of
Richmond. The result in both places was
largely th e same. Th e traditional All-Campus
Party lost heavily in the Stud ent Government
elections to the Stud ent Party. Park Dickerson, from Harri sonburg , h eads the Richmond
organization. Ray Kni ck in the Busin ess
School and Jackie Kilby at Westhampton will
h ead their respective governments next year.
Beauty queens are always big news around
camp us, and this year is no exception. Bar bara Cronin from Montclair , New Jersey, was
chosen W eb Beauty for the 195 3-54 yearbook , along with eight lovely runn ers-up. TI1e
contest this year was judg ed by John Robert
Powers.
Danc es bring to mind another cause of so
much hustle and bustle around the lak e.
Almost every Friday and Saturday night
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young ladies and their escorts leave from
North and South Courts , dressed in their
tux edos and evening dresses, bound for some
fraternity spring formal. The percentage of
couples who get pinned or engaged during
these occasions is astounding! Progr ess again!
To change abruptly from the light to the
serious- Religious Focus Week was again
this year a great success. Taking as their
them e 'The Quest for th e Best, " eight dynami c laymen presented a series of speeches,
seminars , and informal classroom meetings.
The popularity of this "'student-layman" approach becomes more pronounced each year,
and a large majority of the students attend
regularly and take part in the proceedings.
Another sure sign of spring, and one whim
was eage rly anticipated , was the annua l Glee
Club chapel concert which was given at the
last two convocations in Mard1 . Under the
lead ership of Mark Troxell, the choral group
demonstrated its versatility by combining a
program of classical numbers, Negro spirituals, folk songs, and modern musi c, largely
a capella. The Westhampton Glee Club has
also given several spring concerts. In addition , the classes competed in their annual
song contest, and the Juniors , under the leadersh ip of Marty Glenn, won first place. The
most striking feature of this competition is
the "or iginal song department ," in whim
each class sings a composition especially
written for the occasion.
Several other big plans for the spri ng semester are Alma Mater Appreciation W eek
and Family Weekend. The latt er is a new
idea , and may require a word of explanat ion.
On th e weekend of May 7-9, par ents of Richmond College students have been invited to
visit the campus and enjoy a dinner , class
visitation , baseball game, fraternity open
houses , faculty reception, dance, and Sunday
morning churd1 service in the chap el.
As the BULLETIN went to press, Westhampton's lovelies were converting the campus into a quarter of old New Orleans. The
gay, gaudy carnival on the green was in sharp
contrast to the shimmering white of the May
Queen's gown as she practi ced her triumphal
entry into the Luther H. Jenkins Greek
Theater.
Queen for a Day , Mary Helen Stewart of
Norton had a full calendar of activities , including her coronation, her appearan ce on the
hockey field to watch the stunts and the traditional May pole dance. This was to be
followed by the freshman lantern parade and
a Mardi Gras ballet depicting street scenes of
N ew Orl eans. The Day 's activities ended
with the Queen 's Ball at which Westhampton
students and their dates paid homage to their
sovere ign.
All around the lake "spring fervor " pervades the air. The combination of myriad
activities produces an exciting and climactic
effect lead ing up to graduation - an effect
which is only found in colleges in th e spring.

DEBATEIS NOT JUSTTALK
By JAMES A. GOLDEN*

T

H EY CAME, they spoke, they conquered.
These words aptly describe the University
of Richmond's debat e team during the 19531954 academic year. Competing against the
best schools in the South , the North and the
Midwest , the Spider debaters won five tournaments and compiled an amazing record of
sixty-eight victories and twenty losses. In
achieving this eighty percent average-which
ranks among the best in the country-the
Richmond orators conquered Virginia in th e
Fall and Spring TKA tournaments ; the South
in the Carolina For ensics Meet in November ;
the North and East in the North-South Tournament at West Virginia in February ; and
the Midwest as well as the North and South
in the National TKA Forensi cs Conference
held at Kalamazoo , Michigan in March .
But th e story of the accomplishm ents of
Richmond 's proud debaters has been told
often and well during recent years. Littl e
has been said, however, of the behind the
scenes events which precede the announcement of th e tournament results. How do the
debaters train? What are some of th e trials
an d tribulations of a coad1? In the answers
to these questions may be found proof that
speakers are not born and that the life of a
debate coach-like that of his count erpart,
the athletic director - is not an easy one.
Debate is not just talk about a topic. It is
a problem solving activity. Th e solution
whid1 the speaker offers to a controversia l
policy question can be made only after a
thorough analysis of the problem takes place.
In short , a careful definition of terms , and a
study of existing conditions and their causes
must precede the final argument. It is clear,
then, that the glib speaker who substitutes a
"gift of gab" for research and training cannot hope to convince the judge of the merit s
of his cause.
Aware of this essential prin ciple of good
speech, the Richmond debater s turn first to
primary and then to secondary sources for
their material. More than once they silenced
their opposition and swayed the judg e with
such telling statements as the fo llowing: ''In
my conversat ion with Secretary Benson of th e
Senate Financ e Committee, I learned that
. . ."; "In the Randall Commission Staff
Papers which my colleague picked up in
Senator Byrd 's Office last Wednesday, we
read ... " Out of such evidence are decisions
made.
With mor e material than they can possibly
use in a part icular debate, the speakers assem-

*What No tre D ame is to football, Richm ond is
to debate. Across the land, the fame of the Spider
arguers continues to grow. Dr. James T. Golden,
assistant profes sor of speech, who coached the 1954
team, tells how he gets his men ready for their
" battle of wit s and words."

ble their case. To test their arguments they
participate in intrasquad debates. These
practice sessions not on ly provide the members with an opportunity to polish their
speeches, but also give them an outl et for th e
pent up invective which plagues the debater 's soul, and which must be removed
before the tournament begins. If this insatiable appetite for the bitt er pill of sarcasm
has been satisfied during rehearsals at home ,
the speaker will be cont ent to deal with his
intercollegiate opponent in conciliatory tones.
Thus intellectually and emotionally prepar ed,
the debaters attend the tournament hoping
and often praying that th ey are ready for th e
battl e of wits and words.
Meanwhil e the coach says little but thinks
much about the possibl e outcome of the
pending contest. H e is well aware that the
hours which he spent in research on the topic
and in training his squad are as nothing compared to the agonizing mom ents which he
experiences during each tournament. Recently
I had lunch with a debate coach friend of
mine during an impo rtant inters ectional me et.
Noticing that he pushed his food aside, I
asked, "Are you not hungry , H erb? " "No,
Jim ," he rep lied. "Th ese contests take away
my appetite and rob me of sleep at night."
These words had a familiar ring. For I, too ,
ate little and spent restless evenings preoccupied with debates, decisions, and results.

Unlike athl etes, debaters are given few
clues concern ing their progress during a tournam ent . Since decisions of each contest are
withheld until the end of the meet, speakers
may only speculate about their success. Often
I have hurri ed to the lobby following an important debate, and asked our team, "How
did it go, fellows? Do you think you won?"
With littl e reassurance they respond: "We
wish we knew , coach. It was as close," said
the judge, "as a flee upon the back of a dog."
Clearly, the key figure in all debate contests
is the judge. Within his power lay peace and
content111ent on the one hand or disappointment and d1agrin on the other. As his decision goes, so goes the happ iness of debaters
and coarnes . By thos e for whom he votes he
is regarded as a fair, impart ial, and discerning
critic. But to those on the losing side he
looms as a biased and uninformed creature
bent on destroying right and justice. Not
until the closing banqu et at which time results are announced do we know how these
all-important men cast their ballots.
In those final tense minutes the debaters
and coaches brace themselves for the news
which they want but are afra id to hear. Silence prevails as th e tournament director takes
his place at the rostrum. Some heads are
bowed reverently in prayer-although
it is
too late to pray. Perspiration moistens the
(Continued on page 11)

OUTNUMBERED. Three members of the debat e team (left to right) Ellsworth (Sandy) Bassett,
Kenneth Hodder and Dick Howard gang up on captain Rex Adams as they do a bit of
arguing among themselves in preparation for • fl important debate tournament.
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BRIGHT
GRID PROSPECTS
By J. EARLE DUNF ORD , '48

standout fr eshm en
W
and a pair of vetera n gridd ers ju st out
of the service join the nucleus of a goo d footHEN A H AL F DOZEN

ball team, you usually can expect anot her
good footba ll team.
Such being the situat ion at the U niversity
of Richmond, it's easy to see why Coach Ed
Merrick, enter ing h is fou rth year as the Spiders' head coach, can say:
"We shou ld be stronger than last year and
we have a chance of winning more games."
Op timist Ed M erri ck of 1954 is different
from Optimist Ed M errick of 1951. W hen
he moved in as head coach thr ee years ago,
the ex-All-Southern Confe rence center was
short on experie nced materia l and long on
dreams. His team p layed well but wo n only
hvo games.
This year he has good reasons to be cheerfu l-cautious ly so-abo ut next year. (Merrick emphasizes the team has a chance to win
more games. H e also says he'll be satisfied to
win as many games.) First, M errick has 18
lettermen returni ng fro m last year's squ ad
that won five games, Jost thr ee, an d tied on e.
And, Merric k po int s out, "we have 18 men
who played lots of ball as sophomores who
should be bette r as juniors." Spr ing p ractice,
he adds, "was the best I' ve seen since I've
been here."
Back in unifo rm next season after sp end ing time in the service will be Ralph Shoemake r, 183-pou nd Richmonder, who lettered
at halfback in 1950, and Jim Sipe, a 210pound guard fro m H arr isonburg who won
his monogram in 195 1.
To a spi rited, rough -and -ready group of
veterans, a pro mising group of freshm en will
be added. Merr ick expects big thin gs from
these six, alth ough he says flatly that "th ere's

Frank Pajaczkowski proved in the North South
intra-squad game that he can plug that hole at
fullback for the Spiders next fall. Here he
charges through the line for a gain of seven
yards . He picked up 45 yards during the afternoon in spearheading the ground attack of the

Yankee team which defeated the Johnny Rebels, 14 to 7. Bill Bauder, Yank quarterback,
scored both of the touchdowns for the bo ys in
Blue. The Southerners scored on a pa ss from
Bill Reynolds to George Riggs, scatback for
Portsmouth .

no chan ce of any of the fr eshmen breaking
into th e startin g lin eup ." :
Georg e Riggs, a squat 170-pound swifty
from Portsmouth , and Jim Beck, a 185pound er from Hill sville, Va., in th e backfield ; Joe Gum an, 187, from Bethlehem, Pa.,

at center ; and these thr ee guards- Da vid
May, 180, from Rockaway, N . J., Tom Berry,
200, of Petersburg (a brot her of last year's
Bob Berry) , and Don H ill igess, a 195po und er from Pittsbur gh . Hillig ess also
might play tackle.
Right now , M errick plans to start thi s all letterman lin eup : Ends- Eric Christ ensen
and Mauri ce (Duke) Tha cker or Phil Curl ey ;
tackles- Red K eville and Co-capt ain Bill
Tha cker ; gu ards- Co-capt ain Bob Sgro and
Bob Hallinan ; cent er- Carl Bricker, and
backs- Tom Th eodo se or Bill Baud er at
quart er ; Louis Wa cker and Ralph Scarpa , at
halves, and Frank Pajaczkowski , at full .
M issing from last year's team are thr ee
backs, Don Arey , Corky Johns and Ed Elliott ,
and thr ee lin emen , Al Pecuch, Bob Berry
and Walt Gar cia. Pecuch's absence, Merrick
says, makes center the weakest spot on th e
team. Th e other crush ing loss was Ed Elliott ,
th e bri lliant runn er and pass receiver from
Florida.
Carl Bricker, now on scho lastic probation ,
get' s M erri ck's nod at center over John Gavlick, the sturdy defensiv e veteran. "Bricker
is a better all-' round center than Gav lick,"

195 4 FOO TBA LL SCHEDULE

*Se ptember 24
*October

Place

Opponent

Da te

*September 18

2

Randolp h-Macon

Richmond

Hampden-Sydney

Richmond

Virginia Military Institute

Richmond

Octob er

9

Citadel

Charl eston , S. C.

*O ctober

16

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Richmond

*Oc tob er

23

Washington and Lee

Richmond

*O ctob e r

29

George Washington

W a shington, D. C.

Wake Forest (Homecoming)

Richmond

North Carolin a Sta te

Raleigh, N. C.

W_illiam an d Mary

Richmond

November

6

No vember 13
Nov ember 25
*Night games .

( Continued
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SPRING
SPORTS
By SPENCER D. ALBRIGHT, III, '54

baseman Sherwood Frostick gave Tech two
unearned markers .
Davenport's other two wins came over
Spiders have already set themselves up as Hampden-Sydney
and West Virginia.
troublemakers for all title hopefuls.
Against the Tigers, Richmond produced its
After losing two contests to a pro-studded
most powerful slugging attack of the season
Fort Lee team, the Spiders bounced back with and wow1d up with a 12-4 victory. The
their two-man pitching staff to win four of Spiders clubbed three Hampden-Sydney hurlseven games against college competition.
ers for 16 hits as the crafty Davenport scatWith a 4-3 victory over Virginia Tech and a tered seven Tiger blows. Richmond exploded
3-2 win against West Virginia's ace-hurler
for ten runs in the fourth and fifth innings
Jim Heise highlighting their early season ac- to wipe out a 4-0 deficit.
compl ishments, the Spiders have started off
At the head of the onslaught was Luck,
on the right foot in the Southern Conference
who had three · for five including a round
chase.
tripper, and surprisingly enough the usually
The Spiders bowed by a 2-1 score in the weak-hitting Saunders, who wound up with
second game of the West Virginia double- a perfect day in five trips to the plate. Saunheader to lower their Conference mark to ders, although slumping slightly, is still hit2-1.
ting at a .258 clip.
As in the past two seasons the 1954 edition
Richmond walked off with the top end of
of the Spiders is not a hitting team. The
its double header with West Virginia as
team batting average stands at a mere .209.
Davenport goose-egged the Mountaineers in
Only the old-faithful All-Southern Conferall but one inning. The two WVU runs
ence outfielder Bucky Luck is above the .300
were unearned as Sherwood Frostick dropped
mark. Luck's average now stands at .323.
an easy pop fly at the pitcher's mound. Again
Even his slugging accomplishments which
it was fielding generosity on the part of the
have netted him one home run, one double,
Mountaineer infield that gave Richmond its
and three runs-batted-in are below his 1953
winning marker in the last of the ninth.
pace.
Santoro's two singles accounted for RichWell, then, where are the wins coming
mond's other runs and won for the catcher
from? The answer comes back in two words:
the clean-up spot in the batting order and a
Davenport, Witt.
starting assignment at first base in the second
Left-hander John Davenport and Big Bob
contest.
Witt compose Mac Pitt's pitching "staff."
Frostick's failure to make the grade at first
Davenport is 3-1 on the season and undebase made it necessary to switch the clutchfeated against collegiate teams at this writing,
and Witt, who just seems to be destined for ing-hitting Santoro to the initial sack. Santoro is hitting at a .286 clip with four very
hard luck, bas a college record of 1-2.
valuable RBI's .
These two dependable hurlers have worked
T·he second game with West Virginia was
Richmond's last six games between them
without relief. With just a little over one- typical of the hard luck that Witt has been
third of the season behind, Davenport and experiencing all year. The Big right hander
Witt, both sophomores, have worked more twirled a neat three-hitter and was kept from
innings than they did in the entire 1953 sea- a 1-0 shutout victory by a pair of unearned
runs. Witt, who was at first troubled with
son. And what else could be done when
Coach Pitt is without a third capable col-. control gave up but one walk, but his Spider
mates gave him only four hits and one run.
legiate winning pitcher? Witt and DavenLikewise the 4-2 defeat at the hands of a
port have worked a total of 67 of _Richmond's
strong University of North Carolina squad
77 innings and surrendered 53 hits.
Davenport, a strong candidate for All- was no disgrace to Witt or the Spiders. Witt
gave the Ta rh eels seven hits and three walks,
State honors, turned in his best performance
against V. P. I. when he scattered six hits while Charlie Aycock, ace of the Carolina
and two free passes. But it was left to his pitcher staff, effectively handcuffed the Spiders. Again Witt was the victim of poor
battery-mate Ed Santoro to turn impending
defeat into victory with a two-run single in support.
Witt's lone victim was the University of
the last of the ninth. The Gobbler infield
fell apart in the ninth committing back-to- Mary land. In a comedy of errors the Terps
back errors to set up the game winning blow. led in miscues by a 5-3 score, but the Spiders
won the game with a 6-5 margin in runs. The
Davenport himself provided Richmond's
other two runs with a home run into deep Spiders made the most of five hits to build
centerfield with Santoro on base in the fifth up a 6-3 lead, but the tiring ~itt needed
frame.
help from Davenport in the last two frames
Errors by shortstop Barry Saunders and first to choke off the Terps. Saunders and Luck
OACH MAC Prrr·s

Spider diamondmen

may not win the State or Southern ConC
ference championships this year, but the
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headed the Richmond attack with two RBI's
apiece.
More of the same bard luck hit Witt - literally this time- in the contest with visiting
Brown University. White batting during
Richmond's four-run fifth inning, Witt was
struck on the upper part of his left arm by a
pitched ball. Though in pain he ran for
himself , but his pitching for the day was
over. Witt retired with a 4-2 lead and reliefers Sonny Alexander and Charles Taylor
were unable to stem the tide as Brown exploded for six runs in the last four frames
for a 8-4 victory.
Mac Pitt experimented freely in the two
opening contests with Fort Lee, with 14
players seeing action in the opener and 16
in the second contest. Davenport who toed
the rubber for the first five innings was
charged with the 10-1 opening defeat. In
the second contest with \Xfitt as the starter
only Luck 's infield single prevented the Spiders from having a no-hitter slapped on
them.
Individual spotlights besides shining on
Davenport , Witt, Santoro, Luck , and Saunders have been focused on left-fielder Bill
Strauss, second baseman Sid Foster, and third
sacker Henry Drudge .
The diminutive Strauss, batting in the
lead-off spot, has a solid .273 average. He 's
also handled 16 put-outs and made two assists in Richmond 's difficult sun field without
an error.
Classy fielding has been the forte of Foster
and Drudge . Foster has handled 51 chances
with but one error, and Drudge has been
guilty of only two errors in 28 chances while
handling the difficult hot-corner post like a
veteran.

Tra ck Team Lacks Depth
With the big-two dual meets behind them
the cindermen of Coach Fred Hardy find
themselves with a 1-2 record largely due to a
lack of that tremendous asset called depth.
The ever-powerful harriers of Virginia
Tech and the University of Virginia romped
roughshod over the Spider by 93½-37½
and 97-34 scores respectively. Richmond's
lone triumph against Washington & Lee was
almost as easy, as the Spiders won by a 791/r
SO½ margin.
The Spider yearlings, though defeated in
their only two outings, have made bigger impressions than their varsity mates. The Cavalier frosh came out on top, 65-52, and the
first-year men from V. P. I. were able to win
by only an eight-point margin, 64-56. The
Generals brought no freshman team with
them in their visit to Millhiser Field.
(Continued on page JO)

Westhampton'sFortieth AnniversaryJune 5
By MAY THOMPSON EV ANS, '21, Anniversary Chairman

ATURDAY,JUNE 5, promises a great conS
clave. W e alumna e will celebrate the
forti eth anniversary of Westhampton Col-

Corps during World War II, and is a mem- niversary. Scores of alumnae - and old faithber of the Commission of Education for . fuls of alumni - are working to make June 5
Women under the auspices of the American
a gala day, and a day of probing for guidance
Council on Education. Another member will for ourselves as individuals and as alwnnae .
lege.
All roads lead to Westhampton on June 5.
Four decades have passed since the first be Mrs. Elizabeth Shirley Enochs, Chief of
class finished its first year. From the hill be- the International Technica l Missions of the The Board of Trustees, President Modlin,
yond th e lake, 2010 of us have gone from the Social Security Administration of the De- Dean Roberts and our Alumnae President
partment of Health, Educat ion, and Welfare , Frances Farmer cordially urge each alumna to
cloisters and the campus , as college trained
wom en. W e are living and toiling in many who has just returned from the Tenth Inter- make every effort to return.
p arts of thi s and oth er lands ,- homemaker s, American Conference in Caracas. Also par teachers, social and scientific work ers, mis- ticipating will be Mrs . Harold Stone, teacher,
sionari es, administrators , doctors, lawyers, co-author of a text on municipal government,
Spring Sports
and first woman in 20 years to be elected to
writ ers .. .
(
Conti
nu ed f rom page 9 )
W e are being called by our Alumnae Asso- th e Virginia Legislature . The fourth member
of
the
panel
is
to
be
Mrs
.
Florence
Boston
ciation back to th e cloisters and the tow er to
Sophomore Joe Mathis is continuing his
celebrat e our for tieth anniversary - to take Decker , well-known community leader in undefeated record in dual meet compet ition
Richmond
.
Chairman
of
th
e
panel
will
be
stock of ourselves as college women, of our
in the javelin throw. Unbeaten in six conAlm a M ater who gave us training, of our Dr. Emily Gardner, first woman to be ap- tests last season, Mathis has turned back three
pointed
Chairman
of
the
Board
,
Richmond
t imes and th e need for train ed adults.
challenges this year. His best throw was 168
City Board of Health.
Th e Anni versary theme is T oday's Chalfeet 10 inches against the Techmen.
The lun cheon will honor W esthampton 's
lenge to the College W oman . 111e spec~al
High in the Spiders point-getting parade
pro gram opens with a mornmg panel ~f dis- thr ee retir ed faculty members: May L. Keller ,
tinguished wom en. D1scuss10n will po111tup Susan B. Lough, and Isabel Harris. The pro- comes strong-boy Wayne Liebich who has
T oday's Challenge to College W om en, in gram will be our very own, with everybody in annexed triumphs in each of his three trials
Professions and in Comm unity . Panel mem- the act. A Cavalcad e of Forty Years , pre- with the shot put and has contributed a second in the discus heave. Liebich turned in
bers will includ e Mrs. Lucile Petry Leone , sent ed by narrator Dorothy Knibb, will highhis best put in the meet with V . P. I. coverfirst woman t o be appoint ed an Assistant Sur- light Y ott Wer e T here,- Wher e Ar e Yott
geon G eneral in th e 15? years of th~ U. _S. Going? For each of the four decades- tele- ing 43 feet 4 inches with the heave.
The Spiders have found themselves painPubli c H ealth Service, with rank of Bngad1er graphic fashion - a faculty member will point
General. She was Chief of th e Cadet Nur se out what W esthampton had in faculty and in fully outclassed in the midd le distance comphysical equipment. An alumna will analyze petition. Richmond's Ione 440 win was by
what students took with them from West- Buddy Robertson against the Genera ls, and
hampton , and what alumnae have done with
the Spiders have yet to cop a first in the 880.
what they took away. 111e speakers are as
Coach Hardy is still waiting for hurdler
follows: for 1914 -1924, Dean Keller and
WANTED IMMEDIATELY!!!
Louis Wacker and broad jumper Frank Paattorney Elizabeth Tompkins , first woman to
jaczkowski to reach the form that made them
l . From every alumna: a brief analysis
be graduated from the University of Virginia
consistent winners in 195 3.
of what she took away, to be woven
Law School ; for 1925-1934 , Dr. Lough and
Wacker missed the season's opener but
in a general analysis for each decDr. Ion e Stuessy Wright , Professor of His ade, for the luncheon program .
tory at Miami University; for 1935-1944 , came back with a first in the 220-yard low
Miss Harris and Dr. Ann Howard Suggs, hurdles, a second in the 120-yard highs, and
2. Any old annuals, pictures or newsPediatrician at Randolph County Hospita l, a third in the javelin against Tech . He conpaper clippings which you will do North Carolina ; for 1945-1954 , Dean Rob- tributed 11 points in these three events in
nate to the pictorial display being
erts and Student Government President Shir- the W & L meet. Pajaczkowski, who has been
worked up for the 40th Anniversary
ley
Ward . A parade of . professions will nursing an ank le injured in football practice,
this June 5. We want to get a cominclud
e everybody- so will the old-time has made only one attempt at the broad
plete set of annuals for the Alumnae
tun
es.
Gai ety will reach a high pitch with jump, that for a second against Tech. (He
Office and use the rest for clippings.
fashions
of th e early days and skits. Jody was undefeated in the broad jump last season
All donations will be greatly appreW eaver will be at the organ and Jane Gill in dual meet competition .)
ciated.
will lead the singing.
Di ck Keith a team co-captain in the dis3. Any clothes you had in college and
The evening program will brilliantly top tance events, Ken Vandergrift in the dashes,
would like to lend or donate to the
an exhilarating day. Speaker at the joint and Tom Theodose the other co-captain,
Alum nae Association-particularly
Alumni-Alumna e dinner will be Dr. Vera wherever he's needed, are the on ly other
athletic costumes , evening dresses,
Micheles D ean, economic and socio-political names of note. Keith has copped one vicbathing suits and May Day costumes.
analyst , member of the Editorial Board of the tory in both the mile and the two-mile run
These are needed for the television
For eign Affairs Association and Professor at to go with numerous seconds, while the fleet
show .
Smith College.
little Vandergrift is carrying the sprinting
On Sunday aft ernoon, June 6, Miss Cren- load single-handed ly. He has doub le vicPlease send to:
shaw's portrait will be presented to the col- tories in the 220 and a single triumph in the
Alumnae
Secretary, Leslie Booker
lege at a tea in K eller Hall to which all 100 .
At once
alumna e and friends are invited.
Theodose does a variety of events for the
So goes the planning for our fortieth an- Spiders . He's taken three seconds in the pole
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vault, two thirds in the discus, and a second
and two thirds in the low hurdles.
But beyond these there's little left in the
way of point getting talent. Relief, though
not imminent for this season, lies just ahead
in the form of several talented freshmen .
Fleet little George Riggs and Warren Chukinas are two yearlings who are expected to
receive superlatives before graduation. Riggs
has brushed aside his competition in the broad
jump with leaps approaching 22 feet and in
the 100-yard dash, which he can do in 10
seconds fl.at. Riggs also has a victory in the
220-yard lows to his credit. Chukinas holds
Richmond's future distance hopes. He has
two victories in the mile run with his best
clocking at 4 minutes 39 seconds, and a first
and a second in 880 competition.
Two other frosh to watch are Bob Benninghove in the high jump, the broad jump,
and the hurdles, and Ed Fearnow in the discus, the shot put and the javelin. Benninghove has a total of 29 points to his credit in
two meets; while Fearnow follows with 24.

are growing by leaps and bounds -wo n't
have to scramble two hours ahead of time for
seats as has been the custom at 1,500-seating
Benedictine gymnasium.
With the new arena, Richmond is scheduled to be host for the Southern Conferenc e
tournament next March. Hooker is also thinking of an extra added attraction-a Christmas
festival tournament featuring four state teams
and four out-of-state quints . Boston College ,
Boston University, Colgate , Pitt and Yale
have evinced interest.
By way of further expansion, Hooker has
booked games with Temple , Villanova and
NCAA Champion LaSalle for 1954-55.
With the outlook for a rugged sd1edule,
the 32-year-old coach probably will wear himself into greater frazzles during his emotional
bench jags. Could be Guard George Poor was
thinking of this when he gave Hooker the
bottle of nerve medicine he won on a quiz
program during the Garden trip.

Grid Prospects
(Continued J,-om page 8)

Debate
(Continue d from page 7)

hands, hearts beat faster as the following
words resound throughout the auditorium :
"First place goes to ... " Shouts of joy go out
from the table of the winning team. But, dejectedly the host of "also rans" arise and
sadly head for home.
To be a good debater or coach one must
love hard work , possess nerves of steel, and
be able to accept defeat as well as victory.
Long hours of preparation combined with
mental strain arising from animated contests
tax the strength of the forensic competitor.
Despite this cost, however, I have yet to see
the debater who would not happily forego a
four-course dinner and hours of relaxation in
the quiet of his room for one good chance to
convince a judge in the open fonun. Many
such chances have come to the Richmond debaters in recent years. That they have succeeded so well is a tribute not to their coach
but to their industry, courage, and communicative ability.

City Provides
(Continued from page 5)

guard standout at Lynchburg College a season
ago, and Bob Stewart, frosh fl.ash who was
voted the state's outstanding Catholic player
whi le at Lynchburg's Holy Cross High two
years ago.
There'll be something else new next winter, too-a place to play. Richmond's city
fathers finally gave the go-ahead to conversion of the city garage into a sports arena with
facilities for some 7,500 spectators. It'll
mean that most of the fans-and their ranks

Merrick says, " although if John comes
through like he did his first and second years,
he'll be a great help defensively." Merrick is
toying with the idea of shifting Ralph Shoemaker, a fine snapper-back, to center. Charlie
Barno, a 205-pound transfer from Waynesburg, Pa., will help out, too .
'The loss of Elliott at halfback will hurt
us defensively ," Merrick reasons, "but Wacker and Riggs will take up the slack on offense." Wacker, the former Highland Springs
fl.ash, was the team's best runner at times last
season .
At end, giant Eric Christensen ( six-feetfour and 230 pounds), an all-Stater as a
freshman tackle and last year an all-Stater as
an end, is in a class all alone. Behind him
and the veterans Thacker and Curley, both
local boys, are Leo Androconis, 190, from
Shenandoah, Pa., and Bill Czirjak , 210, from
Leechburg, Pa., both with experience. H elp
also is expected from 185-pound John Heller,
from Pottsville, Pa. (Merrick's hometown) ,
provided he catches up in his classes.
Red Keville, 215-pound bruiser from
Canastota, N. Y., and 205-pound Bill Thacker, of Glen Allen, will have plenty of experienced beef behind them at tackles. Ready for
service will be Sherwood Frostick, 205, from
Glen Allen; Wayne Liebich , 205, from
Camden, N. J.; and Joe Chase, 220, from
Rochester, N. Y. Up from the freshman
squad are Fred Everly, 215, from Fairfax,
Va., and- depending on classwork- Matt
Seckinger, 235, from Williamsport, Pa.
Bob Sgro, whose 195 pounds are packed
on a five-nine frame, and Bob Hallinan , the
205-pound veteran from New York City,
seem solid in their positions. Sgro also kicks
points after touchdowns. The bulk of the
reserve strength will come from Hilligess ,
May and Berry, all newcomers to the varsity.
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As it was last season, the starting quarterback assignment will be divid ed between
Charlottesville's Tom Theodose, the 170pound keep play specialist, and Passer Bill
Bauder , also 170, from Bethleh em, Pa. They
will have A-1 replacem ents in Bill Reynolds ,
195, who passed beautifully in the intrasquad
Spring practice game, and Ed Santoro, 160,
who saw considerable action last year. Reynolds, who didn't play last season, stands six
feet three inches and is able to peer over
linemen when zipping passes.
Behind Wacker , Riggs and veteran Ralph
Scarpa at halfba cks, Merrick can call on Bill
Pelligrino, 165, from Hamden , Conn., and
Roland Evans, 180, from Glen Allen.
Fullback Pajaczkow ski will be spelled by
Jim Beck, up from the frosh, and Leon
Tucker, a 190-pounder from Madison, N. C.
Other faces on next fall's gridiron will be:
Backs Tom Hawkins , 165, from Culpeper;
Lloyd Brotzman, 165, from Washington ,
and Nick Pazinko , 185, from Newark, N. J.;
Ends Brent Morgan , 170, from Salem, and
Jim Sabey, 185, from Quantico; Guards Jim
Carnes, 180, from Jacksonville, Fla.; Toby
Bonds, 200, from Danvill e, and Orlando
Orifice, 190, from Hamden , Conn., and Center John Deter, 185, from Harrisonburg.

Those Faces
( Conlinued from page 3)

headqua rter s, and studied-the night before
examination-in
the dormitory named in
honor of a gentleman who began business
with a capital of $600 and became a millionaire. He has a portrait and also a bust.
He deserves both. But for his generous gifts
Richmond College very probably would not
hav e reopened in 1866. At his death the student body of Rid1111ond College passed
resolutions expressing appreciation of his
benefactions. One of the committee of students who drew up those resolutions later
established the Settle Scholarships in Richmond College. A chain reaction? (James
Thomas, Jr.)
Among these men there are seven instances
in which both father and son have served the
institution in some capacity, these being the
Ryland, Harris, Thomas, Taylor, Ellyson,
Pollard and Williams families. This is the
sort of thing that has given stabi lity to your
Alma Mater. Long may she prosper!
Suffice it to say in conclusion, that searching for information about the men in question is both fascinating and rewarding. Except in a few cases where the light is hidden
under a bushel, there is abundant information
about them. All one has to do is find it!
These older men could not have made an
atomic bomb, for which they should be congrat:ulated, but from their courage, their
pe£severance, their self-denial, and their spirit
of service, we can profit much.

DISTINGUISHEDSERVICEAWARD TO WOODWARD
ALUMNI DAY PROGRAM
SATURDAY, JUN E 5
11:00 a.m. REGISTRATIO N . J. Wesley
Boykin, '38, and George W. Sadler,
'43, chairmen.
11:00 a.m. TOURS of Law Building and
site of Boatwright Memorial Library .
Conducted by Eugene W. McCau l,
'38, and Dr. R. E. Loving, '96.
1:00 p.m. LUNCH. Mil lhiser Gymnasium, Robert M. Hathaway, '43, chairman.
2:30 p.m. INVITAT IONAL TRACK MEET.
Lester E. Tharpe, '27, chairman.
6:30 p.m. JOIN T A LUMNAE -ALUMNI
DINNER, Keller Hall.

1911Judge John L. Ingram of Richmond's Hu stings
Court wa s honored in February at a dinner given
by the Richmond Bar Association in recognition
of his 25 years on the bench. The speakers at the
dinner included Justice Willis D. Miller , '14, of
the Vir g inia Supreme Court of Appea ls, Commonwea lth's Attorney T. Gray Hadd on, '28, and Leith
Br emn er, '09, a Richmond attorney.

1912Judge Q. C. D avis of South Norfolk , Va. , accompanied by Dr. ]. E lwood Welsh of Columbia,
S. C., attended the Gen eral As semb ly of South
Caro lin a when the new H ouse members were
swo rn into office earl y in January. Mr s. Jane McDermott of Rock Hill, S. C., th e daughter of Judge
D avis, was among the se new members. She is the
second woman to be a member of the General
Assembly of this state.
Dr. J. Elwood Welsh , now a retired minister,
recently de livered an address on "L ights and Shadows in Curre n t Am erican Life. " H e spoke before
se rvice and Iun cheon clubs , the American Legion ,
and church groups in Columbia, S. C.

WICKER FLIESAGAIN
"Old pilots never die ; they just sprout new
wings. "
That 's the way C. G. McCalley starts a feature story about the Rev. James Caldwell
(Tiny) Wicker, ' 19, who served in World
War I as a flier, and in World War II as a
chaplain.
Tiny , who became president of Fork
Union Military Academy after his service in
World War II, found the more conservative
means of travel too slow for a man who has
to get around as much as he does.
So, as McCalley put it, he "sprouted new
wings. " He learned to fly all over again,
thus ruinin g the diagnosis of the Navy doctor
who told him in 1918 that he would never
fly again. That was after he fractured his
spine and injured his :head in a combat patrol
crash in Fran ce.
Tiny , who has a landing strip a half-mile
from the Academy, uses the plane exclusively
for Fork U nion Military Academy business.

One of the world's most distinguished
Mr. Woodward became associated with the
men m shipbuilding, J. Brockenbrough
shipb uilding company in 1914 as a designer
Woodward, '07, has been given the 1954 and advanced through several positions until
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce Award he was made genera l manager in 1929. He
for distinguished service.
became a member of the board of directors in
Mr. Woodward , who retired in January as
·1936; vice president in 194-0, and president
president of the Newport News Shipbuilding
and Dry Dock Company, is a member of the in 1946.
The Chamber of Commerce A ward was
University's board of trustees. In addition to
his academi c degree from the University of given "for unselfish service to Virginia. "
Richmond he also has the honorary degree o.f Virg inius Dabney, editor of the Richmond
Doctor of Science which was conferred on Times-Dispatch , was chairman of the distinhim in 1941.
guished service award committee.

1915Dr. Inman Johnson , professor of music at Southern Baptist Th eologica l Sem inary , hopes to return
to Virginia next August. He will preach at the
" Augu st M eeting " of the Concord Baptist Church
in Buckingham County where his broth er, Edgar ,
is on the Board of Deacons. Meanwhil e he will be
attendin g meetings in Little Rock , Ark., Gainesville , Ga., and Rocky Mt. , N. C.

1916Dr. Ral ph C. McDanel ha s been elected chairman of the Community Ambassador Pr oject in
Richmond. The group pl ans to raise funds through
civic groups to send young community representatives abroad for two month s.
Dr. John H . Garber began his 30th year in February as pastor of Ham pton Bapti st Chur ch .

1919Dr. Harold W. Tribble, pre sident of Wak e Forest College, wi ll deliver the bacca laureate sermon
for th e Virginia Tech commencement on June 6.

1921Dr. Rob ert F. Caverlee ha s been awarded the
Silver Beav er Scouting Award by the Nation a l
Capital Ar ea Council, Boy Scouts of Americ a.

1923L. Dudl ey George served as chairman of the
Richmond Chamber of Commerce committee which
spo nsored the Junior Fat Stock Show and Sale at
the Atlantic Rura l Exposition Grounds . Award
winners took home ribbons and valuable trophies,
cash and other prizes . The livestock sold for
$ 11,000 .

1925G. Fred Cook , Jr. , formerly dire ctor of the employee information program for the Virginia Elec tric and Pow er Company in Richmond, is now
manag er of the Portsmouth office.

1926Walk er H . Newcomb, formerly relay tester at
Charlottesvi lle, has been appointed manager of the
Virginia Electric and Power Company office at
Crewe, V a.

1927Mr. and Mr s. Frederick William Br auer of
Richmond hav e announced the engagement of their
daughter , Grace Cathreen, to Elmer Belmont Potter. The wedding wi ll take place in May. Potter ,
who received his graduate degree at the University
of Chicago, is now a professor of history at th e
United States Naval Academy.
Rev. Samue l K. Dodson who took his M.A. at
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Richmond in 193 1 is now pastor of Hamburg and
Mi st Presbyterian Ch urches in Arkan sas. He previous ly had held pastorate s at Citronelle , A la. ;
Foley , Ala. ; and at Menl o, Ga.

1931A. Scott And erson of th e legal firm of Bow les,
Anderson and Boyd ha s been elected president of
the Richmond Bar Association.
John P. Bowden, former memb er of the Markel
Service, Inc., und erwriting staff in Richmond, has
been mad e special representative of th e organiza tion in the Southern State s. His headquart ers are
now at Charlott e, N . C.
Charles S. Stokes is now stationed in Bengha zi,
Libya, with the Foreign O pe ration s Admini stration. H e is deputy direct or in the province of
Cyrenaica.

1935W . Cary McConnaughey has been elected a new
director of the Union Bank and Trust Company of
Richmond by its stockholders.
He is living in
Ame lia wher e he has taken over the family business, an insurance agency.
Dr. Vernon B. Richardson , now pastor of the
U niversity Baptist Church in Baltimore , de livered
the sermon . at .th e four th annua l meeting of the
Richmond Baptist Association in February . His

SADLERSAYSAFRICANSNOT
READYTO GOVERN
There is still a great missionary work to do
before the Africans of Nigeria and the Gold
Coast will be ready for self-government, says
Dr. George W. Sadler, '10 , who has just returned from an inspection tour in connection with his work with the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board.
The countries must first develop, he said,
"a corps of men and women of Christian
character. " The missionaries, he said, can
play an important role in the development of
this leadership .
Dr. Sadler, who is the board secretary for
Africa, Europe and the Near East, believes it
will be "many years" before the Africans are
capab le of managing their own affairs.
He said some thought is being given to
sending to Africa "agricultura l missionaries "
whose roles wou ld be similar to those of
county agents in the United States. One such
missionary, a graduate of the University of
Florida, already is at work in Nigeria, he
said .

topic was " A Personal Faith for the Challenge."
James Francis is still doing public relations work
for the Buckroe Beach Resort. He extends an
invitation to all alumni to have their summer picnics at Buckroe.
Richard F. Bates has completed 25 years of
serv ice with the Bank of Virginia in Richmond.
He is vice-president of the bank and officer in
charge of its South Richmo nd branch. The bank
presented him a gift of a silver candelabra and a
silver tray. He will also receive four weeks annual
vacation.

1936"T he Gambling Fever," is the title of an article
by the Rev . Woodrow W . Clarke, pastor of First
Baptist Church at Royal Oak, Michigan, which
appeared in the Feb. 5 issue of the Religious
H era ld.
Born: A daughter, Lucy Forrest, to the Rev. and
Mrs. Edward Guthri e Brown of Morehead City,
N.C.
Julian C. Houseman has been appo inted executive director of the Richmond Citizens' Association.
Dr. William J. Fallis, book ed itor of Broadman
Press, the Baptist publishing house, has been
elected chairman of the Baptist Missionar y Education Council.

1937Maior Bernie F. Gilman was still in Alaska in
January. H e says he loves the skiing and skating
but expects to return to the states this summer.
Born: A son, Thomas Arthur , to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard L. Todd, of 21 18 New Berne Road , Richmond, on Feb. 13.

1938S. Brooks Robertson has been appo inted Chief
Accountant at Richmond for the Virginia Electric
and Power Company.
The Rev. Francis W. Tyndall is now serving as
rector of the new St. Mary's Episcopal Church at
Irving , Texas . For the past several years he has
been assistant rector at Christ Church in New
Haven, Conn., and also chaplain of Episcopal students at Yale University.
Ralph P. Moore has been promoted to the Treasurer's Department of the New York office of Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co.
William H. Seward has joined the staff of the
Albemarle Paper Manufacturing Company as training and safety supervisor for its plants in Rich mond and Roanoke Rapids , N. C. Previously he
had served as director of training and work simplification for Miller and Rhoads in Richmond.
Earlier he had worked for the Shell Oil Company
and for the Chesapeake Corporation at West Point,
Va . He is vice president of the Richmond Personnel Executives Association and a member of the
Society for the Advancement of Managem ent.

1940Born: A daughter, Julia, to Mr. and Mrs . Paul
Saunier of Washington , D . C., on March 12.
Edward L. Bragg of Richmond has been named
p lant wire chief for the Williamsburg area of the
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company. He
has been with the C&P since 1947.

1941Ed Garber is now living in Fayettevi lle, N. C.
where he is practicing obstetrics and gynecology.
He was certified by the Ameri can Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology last year. Mr. and Mrs .
Garber have two children, a boy aged thr~e and a
girl, three months old.
S. J. Wornom, Jr., is with the Department of
the Navy in Washington . He spent a week in
New London in January and saw the launching of
the atomic submarine.
Commander Douglas W. Davis of Omaha , Nebraska, expects to return to Richmond for a few
weeks in May . He will report to San Diego , Cal.,
on June 21 for two weeks schooling in amphibious
training and on July 4 will board the USS RENVILLE as Executive Officer. The Renville is a

RADIO-TELEVISIONDAILY SALUTESBRAUER
Recently cited for distinguished service by
Radio Daily-Television Daily is Harrol A.
Brauer, Jr. , '43, vice president of the Peninsular Broadcasting Corporation, director of
sales for WVEC-TV, and general manager
of WVEC-AM at Hampton, Va.
Harrol got his radio start as a member of
the staff in WMBG in Richmond . After serving as communications officer in the U .S.
Navy, he returned to Richmond as program
manager for WXGI.
In addition to his career in radio and television, he has found time for service to his
community. He is president of the community chest, a vice president of the retail merchants association, a member of the board of
directors for Kiwanis and a member of the
troop transport and is part of the Pacific Amphibious Command.
Hugh Crisman was selected by the Sales Executive Club of Richmond to receive the annual
"Sammy" award in February . He is employed as a
sales-engineer by the Highway Machin ery and
Supply Co. and is stationed in Winchester. The
"Sammy" award is given to the leading salesmen
in their respective fields each year. Out of 23 salesmen receiving the award he was the only one in the
group who sold contractor's machinery. Congratulati ons!

1942It was a February wedding for Dr. Owen
Gwathmey and Miss Betty Jean Badraun. They
will make their home in Washington.
Born: A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. A. Stan
Kellam, Jr., of 100 N. Confederate Avenue, Sandston, Va. She arrived on January 12.
Dr. Thomas W. Green and another Richlands,
Virginia doctor have developed a new treatment
for victims of snak e bite poisoning which is attracting national and international attention. They
have made recovery speedier and less painful for
the patient. Publication of their findings in the
Journal of the American Medica l Association has
brought requests for further information from as
far as Tel Aviv, Switzerland, Germany and Brazil.
Their original paper has been publiciz ed by Time
Magazine, Science Digest, and the Associated Press.

PHI BETA KAPPA ELECTS
SUTTON AND MAYS
Phi Beta Kappa keys now swing from the
watch chains of David Nelson Sutton, '15,
president of the General Society of Alumni ,
and David J. Mays, '24. Both were initiated
together with 26 students who won election
to the ancient honorary scholarship society.
Mr. Sutton of West Point, Va., a past
president of the Virginia Bar Association
and formerly Commonwealth's attorney for
King William County, is internationally
known as one of the prosecutors in the trial
of the Japanese war criminals .
Mr. Mays, a practicing attorney in Richmond, won the Pu litzer prize last year for
his biography of "Edmund Pendleton, 17211803." He is a member of the executive committee of the Virginia Historical Society and
a member of the Council of the Institute of
Early American History and Culture.
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1943It 's twin girls for Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Hathaway I The Hathaway clan welcomed Emily
Kathryn and Diane Ruth on March 29.
Dr. John L. Decker has been appointed Chief
Resident at the Presbyterian Hospital in New
York. His appointment will be effective in July.
Born: A daughter , Ellen Sue, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter W .. Haden of l Lynbrook Road, Gordy
She was born
Estates, Wilmington , Delaware.
Dec. 6.
Walter (Sonny) Wholey , a three-sports standout in his days at Alma Mater , was recently saluted
m a feature articl e in the Richmond Times-Dispatch. The article tagged Sonny as a "typical
rural coach." He is coach at Lawrenceville High
School and also handles a number of other jobs.

1944Warren Stansbury has been made manager of
the Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company
at Blacksburg.
Forrest W. Brown, Jr., the nation's number one
graduate in the certified public accountancy examination in 1945, has joined the evening school faculty of the School of Business Administration. His
class deals with advanced tax problems and the
application of Federal , State and local Jaws to
specific tax situatio ns.
Dr. B. J. McClanahan is winding up his last
year of residency training in pathology at Memorial
Center for Cancer and Allied Diseases in New
York City.

1945Dr. J. Powhatan Cox received his Doctor of
Theology degree from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in January. He was recently elected to a
three-year term as a member of the Executive Board
of th e Alabama Baptist State Convention. His
thesis subject was entitled "A Study of the Life
and work of Basil Manly, Jr. " Dr. Manly was the
founder of Richmond Female Institute which later
became Westhampton College.

1946The Rev. Zane Grey Ross of Indian Head , Maryland, assisted his father, the Rev. L. C. Ross, in
revival meeting in March.
The engagement of Dr. James Breckenridge
Dalton , Jr., to Elizabeth Kenyon of Gainesville,
Ga., has been announced. The wedding will take
place in May.

1947Thomas P. Bryan , Jr., was presented the golden
key of the United States Juni@r Chamber of Com-

merce in February as Virginia's outstanding young
man of 1953. The award was made to the Richmond lawyer for his official and unofficial public
and civic services. Special recognition was given
his leadership as chairman of the committee working for a toll road connecting points north of
Richmond and south of Petersburg and for his
professional growth. He is the first young man to
receive the State award who is not a member of
the Junior Chamber.
Dean MacDougalJ Greiner is practicing Jaw
with the firm of Jones , Woodward, and Miles in
Bristol , Va.
Dr. Russell Thomas Cherry, Jr., was awarded
the degree of Doctor of Theology from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary on January 26.
He is now serving at Bainbridge Street Baptist
Church in Richmond.
Russell Lang has been appointed advertising and
sales promotion director for the Goldberg Company, a distributing company, in Richmond.
Dr. James E. Worsham, a member of the faculty at Hampden-Sydney College, will head a
chemistry project entitled "The Di pole Moment,
Structure , and Association Phenomina of Amines
and Amides. "

1948Capt. Wilbur Sheaffer , an army chapla in, has
received the Bronze Star Medal for meritorious
service in Korea. He has been overseas since November 1952.
Born: A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Al V. Saleeby of
1 Oakland Street, Chester, Va., on D ecember 18.
Hubert Kirk Perkins, Jr., has been appointed
assistant traffic engineer for the city of Richmond.
He has been associated with the State Highway
Department as an assistant traffic engineer for the
past three years.

1949Walter J. (Buddy) Gans, Jr., has been named
sales promotion manager for the Southeastern

region of the building products division of Reynolds Metals Co. with headquarters in Atlanta,
Ga.
,
Kenneth Gentil has been promot~d to Sales
Manager for Fruehauf Trailer Company in Richmond.
C. F. Sauer, III , and L. Dudl ey George have
been elected to the board of directors of the Bank
of Commerce and Trusts in Richmond. Sauer became president of the C. F. Sauer Co., succeeding
his father, in 1953. George is secretary-treasurer
of the Richmond Guano Company and is a director
of the Richmond Chamber of Commerce and the
Richmond Rotary Club.
The engageme nt of Dr. Frank Morrison Smither
and Miss Ne ll Cobb Ramsey of Ivor has been
announced.
Vernon Elmo White 's engagement to Miss Constance Ann LaNeave was announced in February.
Bill Barnett is working toward a doctorate degree at the University of North Carolina.
James Robert Phipps will marry Elizabeth Anne
Gills of Richmond in April.

1950Ensign Tom Howard is now serving as supp ly
officer aboard a destroyer. He was assigned to board
the destroyer in March as the sole supp ly officer, a
difficult and time-consuming job.
Julius H. (Skip) Fanney is doing his old Alma
Mater proud by making straight A's at the University of Michigan. He is the only student in the
School of Public Health to come through with top
grades in all seven classes.
Carl Barefoot, Jr., has written the words to a
new Columbia record release, "Bambooz led," with
music by Carlton Stutz, '38, of WRVA. His first
song is now on the market for sale to avid hillbilly fans. He and Stutz have recently signed six
contracts for six different songs.
Born: A daughter, Susan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Blount of 1611 Rockwood Road, Richmond , on December 7. The family has just moved
into their new home on Rockwood Road. Charles

is working for the City of Richmond.
Paris I. Leadbetter, a graduate of the Law
School, was elected by a top-heavy margin in January to take the House of Delegates seat representing Hopewell and Prince George and Surry Counties. He is also a practicing attorney in Hopewell
and an associate of Commonwealth's Attorney
Ligon Jones.
Born: A son, Steven, to Mr. and Mrs. Carl L.
Shires of 517 North Belmont Avenue, Richmond,
on November 21.

1951Alva Stuckey, Jr. , recently married Hildegarde
Roberts and is living in Richmond at 1613 Wake
Forrest Drive.
Robert Temple Ryland, Jr., has accepted an
engi neering position at the Naval Proving Ground
at Dahlgren, Va. H e moved back to Virginia
from Sharpsville , Pa., in February.
Garland Long is teaching alphabetical shorthand
-a nd not by old-fashioned methods but via television I He is seen and heard regularly on WTVR
in Richmond.
Dr. Robert A. Whitt receiv<'.d his doctor of
theology degree from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in January .
F. Elmore Butler has been nam ed assista nt secretary and a member of the legal staff of VirginiaCarolina Chemical Corporation. His appointment
became effective April 1 and he is statio ned ,,at the
home office in Richmond.
Seaman Graham Brimm married Betty Lee Sedwick of Richm ond on March 1.
William E. Roberts is serving as an Air Force
tactical instructor at Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, Texas.

1952On January 9 Ralph H. Clinard, Jr., married
Shirley Flarnmia of Richmond.

1953-

SPIDERS AT LOUISVILLE. R. Inman Johnson
('15), professor of speech at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky,
pauses for a " family portrait" with some of the
more recent graduates of the University of
Richmond now studying at Southern Seminary.
They are (standing I. to r.): Leroy Richardson
('53), Russell Comer ('53), Rufus Spence ('53),
Cecil Marsh ('53), and Kenneth Bryan ('51).
Robert Alley ('53) is seated beside " Prof ' John-

son. Other UR alumni now attending Southern
Seminary are John Emert ('45), William Lane
and Burrell Lucas ('48); Andrew Johnson,
Letcher Reid, Boyd Sutton, David White, and
Thomas Woo ('50); John Edmonds, Kenneth
Russell, and Robert Whitt ('51); Edward Boyd,
Yau Wing Lee, and Milton Snyder ('52); and
Garvin Martin ('53). Another alumnus and
faculty member, Dr. Clyde T. Francisco, is on
sabbatical leave in Berkeley, California.
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Married: Shirley Harrison Kay to Michael Wallace Moncure III in March.
Engaged: Barbara Adair Reynold s and Elijah
Hughes Jones. Th e wedding will take place in
May.
Engaged: Mary Josephine Arnold and Robert
Claudius Markham. The wedding will take place
this spr ing.
Nancy Louise Chalkley and Robert Langley
Bulifant , Jr. , will be married this summer.
Engaged: Jenny Lynn of Warren, Ohio, and
John Clifford Alsop.
Engaged: Audrye Ann Shickel of Staunton and
Clyde Duke Nuckols. Clyde is now stat ioned at
Camp Gordon, Ga.
William L. Green, who took his master of science degree at Richmond after earning his bachelor of science degree at V.P.I., has taken up hi s
duties as chief of manual arts and educational
therapy in the rehabilitat ion service at McGuire
Hospital in Richmond. He previously had been
chief of manual arts at Roanoke Veterans Administration Hospital.
J. Russell Comer , who is now working on his
master's degree at the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville, plans to return to Virginia
next year to work as an educational director in
some church. Mrs. Corner (Marilyn V. K eeton,
'53), is now cashier in the treasurer's office at the
Seminary.

1954Married: Alice Elaine Williams to Lt. John
Burwell Phillips.
Bette Doris Rosenbush of Demopolis , Ala. and
Richard Strouse Wallerstein were married in the
First Methodist Church at Demopolis in January.
Engaged: . Janett Marian Baker to Julian Howard Yeatman, Jr.
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1916 Secretary

Mrss FRIEDAMEREDITHDIETZ
21.QOStuart Avenue, Richmond, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$4 7 .00 from 5 0 % of cla ss.

Helen Monsell , '16, had a new book out the
week of March 8, Susan B. Anthony, Girl JJVho
Dared, one of the Bobbs-Merrill Famous Children
of America Series. Congratulations, Helen! This
is her eighth contribution to the book series, the
others being on the lives of Robert E. Lee, "Stonewa ll" Jackson, Thomas Jefferson, Henry Clay, John
Marshall, Woodrow Wilson and Dolly Madison.
Mother and Grandmother Westhamptonites, here is
your answer to what to give your precious boy or
girl.
Stella Carden heard from at last! She is living in
her own home at 724 Center Avenue, Ava lon, Pittsburgh 2, Penn. She says, "Give my best wishes to
all the girls."
Norma wou ldn 't tell this about herself, but we of
"' 16" are very proud of her outstanding record as
president for two years of the Ginter Park Woman's Club. She retires May 13. Recently she returned from a Caribbean Cruise with her husband ,
Charles Throc kmorton. Before th is is off the press,
the Springtimer European trave lers (see last issue
news) will have spent a day each with Kathleen
Bland Cott le at West Point and with Louise Reams
Hund ley in Charlottesville. Although we haven 't
seen Lillian Harding Bixby in years and years, she
is most loyal with her annual contribut ions. Contribute your presence some day, Lillian! At Commenceme nt time, Norma, Louise , Celesete O'Flaherty and Frances Beale and I wi ll be on the Isle of
Capri.

191 7 Secretary

Miss ANNE-RUTH HARRIS
6705 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$72 .50 from 50 % of class.

Florence Decker and I attended the Alumnae
Fund dinner and were thrilled over the plans for
Westhampton's Fortieth. How about coming back
for it? We're old enough to appreciate it from the
earliest beginnings. Also please send your gift to
the Alumnae Fund to Leslie Booker.

1918 Secretciry

Mrss DEBORAHMcCARTHY
1618 Park Avenue , Richmond, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gifts th rough Apr il 1 , 19 5 4
$ 639 .00 from 43 % of cla ss.

You have all long since received your Annual
Alumnae Message and I trust have responded with
open hearts and open pocketbooks.
This summer will find many alumnae following
the example, if not the pace, set by Misses Keller,
Crenshaw and Turnbull. The last BULLETIN told
of a party touring Europe. '18 will also be represented in foreign parts by Elizabeth and Rebecca
Brockenbrough and myself. We will motor through
rura l Eng land and Scotland before joining a conducted tour on the Continent.
If you have visited Colonial Williamsburg recently you may have recognized a former classmate,
Mary Porter Rankin, who is frequently a hostess in
one of the public buildings.

1919 Secretary

MRS. PALMERHUNDLEY (Helen Hancock)
3021 Noble Avenue, Richmond, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$197 .00 from 46 % of class.

We had a delightful time at Mi ldred McD anel's
recently. She entertained at a lu ncheon for Li llian
Rober tson Carter whose hus band is a Senator in the
Legislature which was meeting in Richmond at the

time. Elizabeth Gaines, "Shippy" Sutton, Leslie
Booker, Lillian, Mildr ed and I talked of plans for
our 35th Reunion which will begin June 4. We
spoke of each of you and hope to see you all at the
Reunion. "Shippy" invited us to her home on June
4 at 6 o'clock for dinner. Of course, June 5 and 6
will be filled with interesting events such as the
celebration of the fortieth anniversary of Westhampton and the unveiling of Mi ss Crenshaw's
portrait.
I took Lillian to see Dr. Gaines and Miss Keller
and drove her around the campus. She thought the
new buildings were beautiful, and she said it just
did her good to renew old acquaintances and to see
old Westhampton again. 1t will thrill you, too,
when you come back!

1920 Secretar y

MRS. WILBUR RYLAND(Sallie Adkisson)
4107 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Va .

A lumna e Fund Gift s through Ap ril 1, 19 54

$ 58 ,00 from 18 % of cla ss.

A note from Andrew Broaddus , Mayor of Louis ville, Kentucky brings news of Carolyn Broaddus.
She has been ill , and is now in Pennington 's Nursing Home at 1311 South Third Street, Louisville.
While Carolyn has lived too far away to get back
to Westhampton, she has maintained her contact
with the college through the years and bas evidenced her intere st and support. We hope she will
soon be entirely well again, and able to resume her
work as manag er of a laundry and dry cleaning
business which she and her brothers own.
A nice letter from Sandy Anderson (Mrs. Leroy
W. Crowe ll ) brings the news that she is still living
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina , where they
have been for the past twenty years. Her husband
teaches in the Richard J. Reynolds High School
there.
Ruth McEwen is back at John Marshall High
School after being away during the school year
1952-53, when, through a Ford Foundation Fellowship she travell ed in the midwest, California and
Alaska. During that time she was paid her full
sa lary, plus tuition at the college of her choice,
plus travelling expenses . She audited classes at
Michigan State College and U.C.L.A., and made a
survey of conditions in foreign groups. The main
objective of the Ford Foundation Grants is to
broaden the general field of knowledge through
travel, observation and study.
Jeffries Heinrich and I represented "Twe nty" at
the recent dinner for class secretaries and group
lead ers. May Thompson Evans gave a delightful
"pep " talk and told of plans for Commencement.
1t sounds as though we will have lot s of fun, so try
to come back.
Lillian Robert son, who within the last year bas
become Mrs. Walter Carter, was there too, looking
very young and pretty . She was in Richmond with
her Senator husband, for the meeting of the Legislatur e.
Here are two very important birth s that are being
belated ly announced. Frances Sutton O liver's little
boy will be a year old in May. He is Shippie's third
grandchild. Clarice Ryland Pri ce's son-my first
a year old in January. Needless
grandchild-was
to say, both are wonderful children.

1921 Secretary
MRS. E. L. DUPUY (Catherine Little)
703 Beechnut Lane, Martinsville , Va.
Alumna e Fund Gifts through Apri ·I 1, 195 4
$81 .00 from 39 % of class.

Eva Ellis Ki lby is most active in her A.A.U.W.
Chapter in Culpeper. Her daughter Jackie is doing
quite well as a Junior at Westhampton and bas
recent ly been elected president of College Government there. Katharine Edmo nds' son Jack made her
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family 100% graduates of the same Alm a Mater !
M other, father and two sons! Is there another
family who can equa l that ? Jack is now at T. C.
Williams deep in the study of law. Her other son,
Franklin , a Lt. J. G., is based at New London,
Conn. Katharine and John both attended Hom ecoming last fall-drove two nights to do it!
M aie, Katharin e, and Gladys represented us at
the Alumn ae Conference in February. H ave you
respo nded to your letter yet> Come on, girls, Jet's
stop rocking the grandchildren long enough to
rep ly! Even a sma ll amount will show you haven't

S
REBEL
UNRECONSTRUCTED
The boys engrossed in raising the Confederate Flag at their home, Lears Glen, near

Annapolis , Md. , are Robert Edward Lee Lears
(left) and Thomas Jonathan Jackson Lears.
Their ancestors, both maternal and paternal,
including General A. P. Hill , fought and
bled for the South. Of particular intere st is
the fact that their great-great-grandfather was
the Edward Baptist who founded Richmond
College, and hanging in their room is a copy
of the original daguerreotyp e of the first
building.
The mother of the two boys is Margaret
Baptist Lears, '33, who already is making
University of
plans for their education at the ._
Richmond .

WESTHAMPTON ALUMNA GIVEN BRITISH MEDAL'
Eva Sanders, '24, has received special recognition from Qu een Elizabeth of England .
She was one of 27 people in Nig eria, Afri ca
whose name appeared on H er Maj esty's
Honor List, released January 1, and she ha s
been awarded the Medal of the Order of the
British Empire.
Miss Sand ers, a nativ e of Roanok e, has
been a missionary to Afri ca for 22 years, and

is at pr esent super intendent of the Ir e Baptist W elfar e Center, Ire , West Nigeria. She
is the second Southern Baptist to receive this
award, the other having been granted to the
late Mr s. Carri e G. Lumbl ey by King George
Vin 1928 .
On her last furlough hom e in 1951 Miss
Sanders visited Westhampton and was a
speaker at the Jun e alumnae banquet.

forgotten the old days I Not quite half the class
responded last year- only 35% .
Our greetings for Leonora finally caug ht up with
her when she got back to Judson College. H er visit
to friends and family in and around Richmond at
Christmas was spoiled by flu.
May Thompson Evans was the spea ker at the
above mentioned Alumnae Conference. Repo rts say
that it was the best and most spirit ed conference
ever held!
Do you know what is go ing to happen at Westhampton in June) Celebratio n of a College birthday- a fort ieth birthday at that-is worth noting.
Let's plan to he! p the celebratio n by attendin g .
My activ ities are covered mostly by school and
churc h events. I find my days quit e full, though.
·Our new home continu es to be a source of great
comfort and p leasure to us. A two cent postal will
hold severa l lin es of news about you and your s!
Do wr ite one and drop it in the mail to me at
703 Beechnut Lane, Mar tin svill e, Va. I'm look ing
forward to heari ng from you- a Jot of you 1

neering D ept. at the University of Buffalo Night
Schoo l.
Na rcissa D aniels Har groves ' oldest daughter,
Narc issa, grad uated at Mount H olyoke in Jun e,
1953, and is now teaching Drama and has charge
of all dramatics at Garri son Fore st school near
Baltimore . H er second daught er, Emily Carney ,
spent last summ er with a German family in
Aschaffenburg, Germany, under th e auspices of th e
Am erican Field Service. The Phil adelphia V assar
Club awarded Emil y a scholarship and she is now
at Va ssar Col lege in her freshman year. Her youngest daught er, Jeann ette, who is fourt een, is in the
tenth grade at Th e Germantown Friends School.
Narc issa says the lif e of a minister's wife is wonderful but keeps her on th e go. How ever, she finds
time to do some community work for the community chest and th e Red Cross. Narcissa's hu sband,
V. Carney Hargroves , D .D. , is the mini ster of the
Second Baptist Church of Germantown, in Ph iladelphia.
Marg aret Whit e Butterworth , in a lett er to Mis s
Lough in J anuary , says she is getting along nicely
since the opera tion she had last April. H er son,
Tom , is enjoying hi s junior year at the Medical
College . Dick , her second son, will graduate from
high schoo l in Jun e and will ent er Richmond College in the fal l. H e also exp ects to study medicine .
Dick is Pr esident of the Student Council and is on
the varsity football and basketball teams. Marg aret's
daughter , M arga ret, is a junior in high school and
made the varsity basketball team also. Both Dick
and Margaret were elected to Beta Club. H er
youngest da ughter, Marth a, according to Margar et,
is a real live wire and loves to dance. Besides
hauling children and trying to attend all their functions, Margar et says she finds tim e to tak e an
active part in the Wom an's Club, a gard en club ,
and in the P .-T .A.

1922

Secretary

MISS JEANETTEH ENNA
3902 Chamberlayne Ave., Richmond 27, V a.

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$136.00 from 29 % of class.

We exte nd our sincere sympat hy to Louise Duk e
Brant ley in the death of her mother last Nove mber
22 . In Jun e, 1953, her son, J. Q ., Jr., received his
Ph.D . from Corne ll and now hold s a position at
Corne ll Aeronautical Resea rch Labora tory in Buffalo, N. Y. H e also teaches in the Electrical Engi-

U.S. DEPT.OF
AGRICULTURE
SAYS:
11

MILK
DOESMORE FOR THE BODY
THAN ANY OTHERFOOD.
IT PROVIDESHIGH QUALITY
PROTEIN,CALCIUM AND
VITAMINS_AAND£ CHEAPLY/
Enjoy the convenience of regular home
delivery by courteous routemen!

DIAL 5-2838

VIRGINIA Dairy

1923

Secretary

MRS. T. J. LOVING (Virgini a Kent)
Stage Juncti on, Va.

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$293 .00 from 34 % of class.

It is with deep regret th2.t I report th e death of
one of our classmates , Loui se Haley Forster. Louis e
was an advertis ing executiv e in New York City ,
where she headed her own firm, having worked
prior to that as a commercial artist for a Richmond
department store . She is survived by her husband
and daughter of N ew York , a son in the army stationed in T exas, and her moth er, Mr s. J . T. H aley
of Richm ond . ' 23 was re presented at the fun eral
by Miriam Norment Brenaman and Cami lla Wimbish Lacy. On behalf of the member s of the Class
of '23, we extend to the family our sincere condolences.
A Jetter recent ly receiv ed from Mi ss Lut z described a pleasant flight trip to Honolulu , where
she was met by friend s including several Westhampton alumnae . She is enjoying Hawaiian flowers, art and scenic beauty and is living in comfortable quart ers surrounded by a Japan ese garden. She
was given the privil ege at the univer sity of visiting
classes for several days, and hopes to go to Japan
before her return to the States next year.
Katharine Essex Clark writes that she is better
and appreciated th e cards and not es received from
you on her birthday . She is busy working on her
book.
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Miss Lough spent New Year's weekend with
Cami lla Wimbish Lacy at her lovely home in South
Boston .
Agn es Taylor Gray, Margaret T erpstra Copenhaven and Camill a Wimbi sh Lacy were guests at
the Jeffer son H ote l during the week of the Governor 's inauguration , which th ey attended as well as
accompanying event s. Camilla also attended the
meeting of th e Federation of Wom en' s Club s, in
which she is chairman of the Ameri can H ome De partment. H er hu sband is mayor of South Boston .
Ethney Selden H eadlee was in New York recently and while there visited and lunched with
Sally Davi s. She tri ed to persuade Sally to move to
Richmond.
Elizabeth Hill Schenk's daughter, Betty Beryl, is
one of Virgini a's ou tstanding hor sewomen. She
rides in many of the state 's horse shows. Last fall
she won the green working championship for the
state , severa l other honors , and th e privilege of riding in M ad ison Square Garden and atte nding the
Nationa l H orse Show in New York.
Josephine Tuck er and Altha Cunn ingham attend ed th e wedding of Vir gi nia Epes Feild's daughter, Agn es '5 0. She was married in old Christ
Church, Alexandria, with th e recepti on at Gatsby's
Tavern. H er sister, Lee, a freshman at W esthampto n, was maid of honor.
I had a note from Rosa Sanders Thomas. One
daughter graduated from Westhampton last June ,
and the younger one enter ed last fall. Rosa lives in
Roanok e.
We are sorry to hear of Evelyn Sanford Wamsley's illn ess and hope that she has recovered from
her operation .
My son, Richard Edward, having completed hi s
training at Fort Monmouth, N. J., sailed for Japan
and the Far East in February, where he will be
stat ioned for eighteen month s.
On Feb. 23 I attend ed the annual Alumnae
Fund dinn er and meeting. Other members present
from '23 were Jo sephine Tucker , H annah Coker ,
Camilla Wimbish Lacy, Ruth Powell Tyree , Dorothy Sadler Corprew , Ethney Selden Headlee, Margaret Ostergren Edwards, Eli zabeth Hill Schenk ,
D ougla s Oliver and Kathl een Prentiss Perrin . We
had quit e a reunion but missed the rest of you. It
was grand having Kathleen with us again, the first
time since our graduation. She is just as pretty and
attracti ve as then. Her family, including a fifteenyear-old son, enjoy living in the Phil adelphia area .
Westhampton Col lege is forty years old thi s year .
Plans are being made for a big reunio n in June .
Do mak e every effort to retu rn to the campus for
the events schedul ed for Saturday, June 5, and
Sunday, June 6. J'IJ be looking forward to seeing
all of you then.

1924

Secretary

MRS. WALKLEYJOHNSON (Virginia Clore)
46 33 Leonard Parkway , Richmond, Va .

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$1 68.50 from 37 % of clas,s.

This letter is being written on March 14, so
have not yet receiv ed the letters I am expecting
from all of you. You WILL write , won"t you?
You may think the routine happenings of your
everyday lif e are not of sufficient interest to the
who le class, but most of you are doing really fascinating thin gs which the rest of us know nothing
about. For instance , in a telephone conversation
with Mary Peple recently , Mary said she did not
know one bit of news about herself which would
be worth writing; then in the course of a twentyminute conversat ion I had the most wonderful
picture of Mary and her classes in English, Speech
and Drama at J ohn Marshall Hi gh School. Responsibilities at home have necessitated Mary 's
curtailing some of her outside activities at school,
but in some of her drama classes th ey put on twenty
or thirty plays each term , with any number of them
in rehearsal at one time . There is never a dull
her student s- in a rou tine
moment for Mary-or
school day , nor would there be for you if you cou ld
hear her tell about it al l.
When we met for the Alumnae Fund Dinn er at
Westhampton in February there were four of us

from '24. Inez, Norma and I had a delightful
surprise when we found Elizabeth Cosby Carver
there having travelled all the way from Lawrenceville , Georgia . We did not have much time for
conversation, but we did find out that Elizabeth is
an ardent Gar-den Club enthusiast, especially interested in flower arrangement and that she is definitely planning to come back in June for our 30th reunion. We were also very glad to meet her fine
husband who had driven her up to Virginia .
Ikey Fugate Carlton could not be with us that
evening because of the recent advent of her third
grandchi ld. Her older daughter , Jean, now has three
children, the first a boy of four and a half, the
second a little girl of two , and now the baby, who
is a girl. Both mother and grandmother will be
kept rather busy for awhile, don 't you think?
Ikey sent me a lovely newspaper picture of Ruth
Lazenby McCulloch 's daughter, Ruth Ann, who was
married on November 14 to Marcus Lane Oliver,
who is assistant Alumni Secretary at VPI. She also
passed on to me a Christmas card and note from
Carlene Broach Wagner, in which she wrote that
her second daughter, Mildred , was married in the
summer to a Garden City boy whom she had known
for years. They are living in Ithaca, N. Y. I think
you know that Car lene has another daughter, Patsy,
who is also married and now living in Maryland.
Carlene and her husband are hoping to move to
Mississippi by next year , but they expect to keep
their summer place at Shelter Island , N. Y.
Last week I had a long and very entertaining letter from Thurma Valentine, who started out with
us in '24. Thurma says she has the advantage of
belonging to two classes, '2 4 and '25. Most of you
know that Thurma married Hatcher Broadus Baxter, lives in Petersburg , and will celebrate her 25th
anniversary this coming June. Two springs ago she
had a marvelous trip to Europe. Her account of it
is so interesting that I shall include her letter in
our Round Robin , when it returns to me, so that
you can all enjoy it as much as I did. (By the way,
where is the Round Robin) Have you sent it on its
way?)
Some of you want to know how long I have
lived in Richmond. This is our fourth winter here
and last spring we bought a cozy little house on
Leonard Parkway , which we love. We still go back
to the Eastern Shore for summers and other holidays where we have a cottage on the Bay. Our
daughter, Frances Wyatt, will be graduated from
Richmond Professional Institute in June and plans
to go to Europe this summer with a group of students. Our son, Walk ley, Jr., is in his second year
at the University of Virginia .
Now, about our reunion in June. We are expecting ALL of you to come back . June 5 is the big
day out at college, and from the accounts given us
by Mae Thompson at our Alumnae Fund Dinner ,
it is really going to be a gala occasion . We want
you to be here on Friday night, June 4, so that we
can have a preliminary get-to-gether, too . You will
hear from us later on about plans and particulars.
Just keep those two dates in mind , June 4th and
5th, and get your suitcases ready to travel.

1925

Secretar y
MRS.

DAVIS

T.

RATCLIFFE

(Idaline McVeigh)
6 Hillside Road , Baltimore 10, Md.
Alumnae Fund Gifts th rough Ap ri l 1, 19 5 4
$74 .00 from 24 ¾ of class.

Hilda Stephenson, who was in our class for 2
years and then went to William and Mary, is living
near Baltimore at Clarksville , Md. She married
Robert Earl Woodall , a Baltimorean, and they have
no children. They have recently moved into a new
home which they bui lt and at Christmas we went
out to their house-warming. Hilda is active in a
Homemaker's Club and has a great variety of interests.
Mazie Copenhaver Wilson died last July. I know
you will all be distressed to hear of this.
Early in March I saw Polly Drinkard Walton.
She was in Baltimore with her husband who was
atte nding a meeting and Polly had the day free. We
met for lunch and then spent the afternoon talking

EAST COAST ALUMNAE ATTEND TWO- DA Y ME ETING
On Tuesday, February 23, alumnae repre- tion of the Fortieth Anniversary on June 5.
sentatives came from near and far to study
Early Wednesday morning representatives
Westhampton as it is today in order that met with the alumnae secretary and the local
they might take current information on cur- club chairman for two full hours of work and
riculum, finances, etc., to their local clubs. planning. Each expressed sentiments that every
The program was full and planned to im- locality with a potential nucleus for a club
part knowledge of the national alumnae should strive to have an active club, either
board, of the college's physical surroundings , separately, or in affiliation with Richmond
of the aims of the university educationally and College , in ord er to keep alumnae and possifinancially, and of the scope and possibilities
ble students informed about the growth of
of classes offered. Sandwiched in between her college . The Richmond and Washington
meetings was an important workshop period clubs were inspiring and many ideas develwith a discussion of problems of local clubs, oped such as: a news calendar from the colmost of which were ironed out. One wonders lege, publicity stemming from the local club
how so much could be undertaken and ac- itself, planning club meetings a year in adcomplished. The note pads of local club rep - vance, and inviting University of Richmond
resentatives were full of new ideas to be alumnae promin ent in their localities as
presented to their respective clubs.
speakers. A yearbook of the Richmond Club ,
Possibly the reason for the unprecedented
along with other college literature, was preaccomplishments was the fact that, on the first sented to each representative. Washington
day, the local clubs joined alumnae fund has a new zone set-up whereby there is a
workers headed by Mary Owen Bass, Class of coordinating chairman who keep s in touch
1941. The following members were present:
with each group chairman and th ereby solves
Jean Grant and Elizabeth Cosby Carver from the difficult job of contacting widely scattered
Atlanta, Katharine Spicer Edmonds from members. These ideas and num erous probEastern Shore, Camilla Wimbish Lacy and lems were discussed , and a solution for each
Gene Austin Hall from Halifax, Mary Jan e problem was offered before the meeting adjourned.
Spivey Snead from Petersburg , Kathleen
Prentiss Perrin from Philadelphia, Evelyn
At eleven o'clock came a fascinating panel
Boatwright Lynch and Mary Ryland Babcock entitled, "Does Westhampton Prepare the Colfrom Richmond, Katherine Tyler Ellett from lege Student for 20th Century Living?" This
Roanoke, Ethel Pond Brinkley from Suffolk, could be repeated many times advantageously,
Mi ldred Pope Andersen from Tidewater , and for the viewpoints of key professors were
Joanne Waring and May Thompson Evans expounded in dire ct and informative manner
from Washington. All were welcomed to on a timely subject. Dean Marguerite Robhomes of nearby alumnae for the occasion.
erts presided and Dean of Students Josephine
The schedule began with tea in Keller Hall
Tucker told of what is being done to aid in
for students hailing from the areas in which making students conscious of possible vocaWesthampton has local clubs as well as the tions in their early college work. Dr . William
Alumnae Representative from the area. Stu- Trout repres ented the sciences and explained
dents , alumna e, board members were meet- how our students are being sought by indusing to discuss informally Westhampton Col- try as techni cians, mathematicians, and in
lege in the United States.
industrial laboratories, where we now have a
After tea, they sat in on the meeting of the working student lab arrangement. New scigoverning board which included several im- ence classes for next fall include geology and
portant committee reports - the treasurer 's, astronomy . Miss Paulin e Turnbull advocated
the committee on the Crenshaw portrait , the majors in the humanities as excellent backcommittees on refurnishing the Alumnae Of- ground for matrimony since art appreciation,
fice, garden plans , and elaborate plans for the the languages and general culture help in
celebration of the Fortieth Anniversary .
establishing a happy home. Dr. John White
Perhaps the most festive event of the con- spoke for music and art as enriching experiference was the delicious turkey dinner served ences to be enjoyed all one's life , although
in an atmosphere of joyous reunion with ap- the profession of music is limited to teaching
proximately 130 enthusiastic alumnae fund
in most instan ces. Dr . Edward Overton of
workers. Following the dinner , Dr. George the Department of Education spoke of the
Modlin spoke to the combined groups in great need for good teachers, of opportunities
Keller Hal l. He told of the characteristics for practice teaching, and of the state requireand obligations of a church related school, ments. All questions from clubs were anand the group realized how fortunate we are swered and discussed.
that the University and particularly WestAfter a cozy lun ch with the speakers in the
hampton measures up so adequately in each Tea Room, the local club representatives said
feature. He was followed by Dr. Charles H. adieu, and repeated their feelings that the
Whee ler who presented a down to earth study conference was definitely worth while and
of the financial picture of the institution and that they hoped to attend the one on February
explained why a college needs alumnae sup- 17 and 18 in 1955 .
port. Mrs. May Thompson Evans was the
ELIZABETH DARRACOTT WHE E LER
inspirational speaker of the evening and also
Class of ' 38
gave a glowing account of plans for celebraLocal Club Chairman
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about everything and everybody. Polly is well and
happy and is looking forward to seeing all of you
at our next reunion. Her oldest boy, Bob, is in
college in Charleston; the 16-year-o ld boy, Bill,
won a Nationa l Honor Scho larship to Ashevi ll e
School in North Carolina and is doing well there.
The little girl, Mary Harris, is in the fourth grade
at the Charleston Day School.
Julia Decker Bristow has moved to Amburg,
Virginia, where she and Walker have bought a
home on the Piankatank River in Middlesex County. Ju lia says they have 85 acres but on ly have to
look after the yard. From the picture on her
Christmas card it is a most attractive place. Her
boys, Schuyler and Decker, attend Christchurch
Episcopal School for Boys.
Martha Lipscomb Walsh is very busy with Red
Cross work. She is Chairman of Service Groups for
the Newark Chapter and chairman of the Red Cross
Counci l for the East Orange Veterans Administration Hospital which is made up of the ten Red
Cross chapters in Essex County . In addition, she is
first Vice-Regent of a D.A.R. chapter, president of
a small board for a charity home, Finance Chairman
of the Visiting Nurses· Association and head of
the Altar Guild for her church. Martha says she
has little or no spare time and we can well bel ieve
it.
Billy Spangler Rogers has a new address: Rt. 3,
Box 3432, Auburn, Ca lifornia. Her husba nd has a

shop in the lower part of their new home with
comp lete offset equipment, including camera and
plate-making equipment and is busy all the time.
Billy is Director of an In structional M aterials
Center, serving four mountain count ies with books
and audio-visual materia ls. Billy says she cannot
escape a growing job-they started with a staff of
3 and now have 7, and look forward to a ten-year
plan.

1928 Secretary
MRS. 1. S. CRISP (Louise Massey)
216 North Madison Street, Staunton, Va.
Alumna e Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$64 .00 fr om 13 % of class.

Dot Seay Brumbaugh, who Jives in Scarsdale,
New- York, is delighted that Susie Powell Moore
was a near neighbor in O ld Greenwich, Connecticut.
Margaret Chapin Pen-y, Ridgecrest, N. C., was
vistied in December by Ruth Bishop Dai ley, Jim
and their two daughters. I was mista ken about
Margaret's daughter, Sue . She is a senior at Westhampton.
Elnora Hubbard Robinson, Goshen, N. Y .,
visited relatives in V irginia in the late fa ll , and
took back with her to New York Margaretta Wise
Moore, '27.
Io February our class was represented at an
alumnae dinner by Nora Turpin Turner and

You don't need a Ph.D. to know that

YOU CAN PAY MORE BUT YOU CAN 'T BUY BETTER!

Beverley Neale Kluttz. M any thanks to them for
sending out a large number of the annua l alum nae
fu nd letters.
Beverley plans to be in Montrea t, N. C., for the
entire summer, and wi ll be in charge of the bookstore operated by the Presbyterian Publishing
Company.
It was good to hear from several other Richmond
'28-ers . Mary Jenkins Warinner teaches in Richmond, but goes to Washington each week-end
where she and her h usband, Bill, really "keep
house." They had a trip to Cuba at Christmas.
Mary wrote that Catherine Calhoun is now
teaching at lake J unal uska, N. C.
Henriette Greenbaum Kahn's daughter, Page,
was getting married at Reunion time last June, so
we missed seeing Henriette.
Page is living m
Richmond, to Henriette's delight.
Mildred Anderson Wi lli ams, w ho continues to
keep bu sy with her newspaper column, wrote that
Frances and Beecher Stallard toured the Middle
East and Europe last summer, traversing much of
the same area as Miss Ke ller's party.
There was a beaut ifu l picture of Frances Anderson Stallard in a recent Richmond paper. Fra nces
is a member of the Tuc kahoe Woman's Club and
in the picture Frances was busy readying handpainted and decorated chai rs for the club's art
exhibit.
Does anyone have news of Anne Gravatt Waldon? I wrote her several years ago at Waycross,
Georg ia, and the Jetter was returned unclaimed.
The re are several others of our class wh o have
been "lost" to us for years . Please let us hear
from you.

1929 Secretary
MRS. ERNESTW. ANDERSEN
(Mildred Pope)
5101 Pow hatan Avenue, Norfo lk 8, Va.

Phone 2- 2833

STAN KELLAM,

Alumna e Fund Gilts through April 1, 1954
$120.50 from 20 % of class.

'42

UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO., INC.
10 12 W . Broad St., Richmond, Va .

PHONE 5-8693
DAY-NIGHT

Established

I know all of you have received letters about our
Westhampton A lumnae Fund. last year our class
was in the top ten per cent of those contributing.
I do hope that we will do even better this year.
Tom Rudd tells me that she is planni ng to teach
in summer schoo l at the U. of R. this year. I also
hear that Rosalie Gore Parsons is teach ing high
school Eng lish to veterans in Rockingham, N . C.
While I was in Richmond attending the Alumnae Fund Sessions I was told that Genie Riddick
Steck's daughter, Anna Kirwan, had made her
debut in Baltimore last fall and is a student at
Wheaton CoJJege.
Jimmie Stuessy Mattox·s son, Guy, is now a second lieutenant in the infantry and is stationed at
Camp Gordon in Augusta, Georgia.
June is not only the occasion of our twenty-fifth
reunion, but also the Fortieth Anniversary of Westhampton, so we should put forth double effort to
return. let's all be there!

1931 Sec,-eta,-y

1840

Mrss MARGARETLEAKE
408 North Meadow Street, Richmond, Va.
A lumna e Fund Gift s through April 1, 1954
$88 . 50 fr om 22 % of class.

Carolina Beattie, Elizabeth Gill Minor, Anne
Jones Berkhol tz and I attended the Fund workers
di nn er and by this time all of you have heard from
one of us. I do hope that it will not on ly inspire
you to send in your contribution, if you haven't
done so, but to send me some news about yourself.
Johnn ie Adams Irby recently had a very n ice
write-up in our Richmond papers with her hobby.
She makes attractive terr ariu ms, and her p icture
w ith some of her arra ngeme nt s was quite gra nd.
Ame lia U llman has rece nt ly retu rned from a trip
to Nassau and has a becoming cruise sun burn .
Leone Cooper was elected president of the
School l ibrarians Section of V .E.A. last fa ll for a
two-year term.
A nice letter from Tin ia High Begor says that
she is taki ng time from her busy lif e wi th her
family and a kinderga rt en job to send in some

~BROWN
FUNERAL HOME, INC.
BOULE VA RD AND KENSINGTON AVE.

Ri chmond ZO,Wrginia
c:5\mbulanceService.,,

PZ•
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mementoes for the 40th anniversary this June-a
pair of gym bloomers. Do any of you have pictures
or clothing you cou ld donate)

1932

Secretary
MRS. CHARLESW. SCARBOROUGH
(Zephia Campbell)
5109 Sylvan Road, R ichmond, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gift s through Ap ril 1 , 195 4
$91 .00 fr om 1 6 % of class.

Early in March we Jost a second member of our
class. Eve lyn Duncan Mase died in a New York
hospita l after a lingering illness.
You remember I wrote you last time about
Cappy's being back in Richmond and how pleased
her mother was. Mrs . Capitaine died very suddenly
on January 3. We all extend our deep sympathy
to Cappy .
Geneva Snelling had a major operation in February but at last report was recuperating nicely .
Ruth Coen Powell and husband, Stagg, have
moved into a new home at 7700 Dartmoor Road.
Ruth has not been so well in the past year or so,
but we hope she's much better now.
Jane Gray is my old stand-by for news. Her
daughter, Fran, was elected to Qui ll and Scroll at
TJ and has bee n accepted as a freshman at Westhampton for next year. "Bus " is at the Un iversity
of Virgin ia researching for his doctorate on a fellowship granted by the University of Richmond.
He has been finding time in his busy schedule to
act as Quiz Master for the WRV A sponsored
$7,000.00 University of Richmond scholarship quiz
shows . Through this medium, Dr. Modlin told us
at the Alumnae Fu nd dinner, our Alma Mater has
been attracting a very high caliber of students to
its campus .
At this Alumnae Fund dinner on February 23,
Eleanor Ewell, Katherine Hesby, Jean Thomas and
I enjoyed the delightfu l meal and inspiring
speeches afterward. We hope by now you have all
sent in your contrib ution.
Our Richmond _group had another luncheon at
the Chesterfield on January 16. We made tentative
plans for May 15, for a '32 family picnic.
And speaking of families, our last little item.
The Scarborough son and heir acted as a model in
the "Boys Wi ll Be Men" fashion show sponsored
by Tha lhimers in March. It was quite an experience for both mama and son.
P lease let us hear what your sprouts are doing!

1933

Secretary
Miss GERTRUDEDYSON
1500 Wi lmington Avenue, Richmond , Va.

you are planning to come back to college June 4-7.
It should be fun to see how middle-aged we all
look . More details wi ll follow later. Please send
me a synopsis of what you have been doing and
enclose photos or anything of interest concerning
yourse lf or your family so that your page in the
scrapboo k will not be empty. Number of children
is vital news, of course.
We have one new baby: Frances Lundin Van
Heuveln has a son , Henry Lundin Van Heuveln,
born March 11, 1954. She also has a lively daughter, Lou , who is 9 years old.
I heard from her father that Anna Newland
Capen (Mrs. Carl S.) , has been in Thailand for the
past 15 years doing Baptist missionary work. They
have 4 children and duri ng the wars have had a
struggle to remain there.
Frances Gee is recovering from a recent operation.
Helen Hulcher's niece, Nancy Chandler, is recovering from a mild attack of polio.
By now all of you should have had a letter from
me asking you to send your yearly contribution to
Westhampton.
There seems to be a misconceived
idea that we still have $2 .00 dues. This was abolished ages ago and now it is worked out on a
voluntary basis. It might interest you to know that
it costs the college well over that to keep you on
the regular mailing list and to send you the BULLETIN. So dig deep and send along a check.
The important thing now is for you to stop
everything and get to work on that resume! . .

1935

Secretary
MRS. C. M. TATUM (Gladys T. Smith)
2105 Rosewood Avenue, Richmond 20, Va.

Alumna e Fund Gift s through Ap ri l 1, 19 54
$ 76 .00 from 29 % o f cla ss.

learned too late to make the correction that
Jessie Neale Jensen has not yet gone to India.
She, her husband, and two daughters now Jive at
5815 Washington Avenue, Philadelphia 43, Pennsylvania . Her husband is studying there in preparation for Point Four work in India next summer.
I received with an attractive Christmas card a
note from Hazel Weaver Fobes , and I know you
will be interested in reading of her experiences.
"I was very disappointed not to have seen you
or talked with you during your visit here. As soon
as I received your letter , I called your hotel, but
learned you had left the day before. Seeing people
from home is a real celebration to those of us living
here. We've been here 16 months now - enjoying
the French way of life. One requires about 6
months of acclimation . The strangeness of language, money, measures, weights, stores closing on
Monday -- and every afternoon (in suburbs and all
small Paris shops) 12 to 4 p.m. The small cars
flying past one on right and left , always squeezing
in between you and the N o-spac e-to-rnrb spot,
blowing horns , no lights at night but parking lights
- dousing one with perfume at all coiffure shops
- Oh , I could go on and on. But, it fits into a
picture, just like the French dress, the dogs, and
the lovers in the open .
" We are living at a new spot now. (11 Ave. de
Villepreux, Vaucresson (S&O) France.) Have a
big house on a hill , overlooking a little French

BOOKS

BIBLES

BAPTIST BOOK STORE
212 East Grace Street
RICHMOND 19, VIRGINIA
...Air-Conditioned
Phone 2-5834

GIFTS

NOVELTIES

Alu mna e Fund Gift s through Ap ril 1, 19 54
$10 7. 00 from 38 % of class.

Margaret Crews and Frank Hurley announce the
birth of a daughter, Ruth Allen, born in November. Frank, Jr. is also proud of his baby sister.
Adelaide Ho ll oway and "Pat" Patterson have
moved from their farm to town. They are now in
Opelika, Ala., where "Pat" has a new job with the
bus company .
Ruth Langley is now assistant Professor of Physical Therapy at Sargent College of Boston University. She is also studying at B. U. so keeps rather
busy.
Archie Fow lkes, Kat Harris Hardy , Marian West
and Gertrude Dyson attended the Alumnae Fund
dinner held at the college in February. It was a
most stimulating evening and we hope you too will
be inspired by it by the letters that you are receiving from one of us I This year in appreciation of
our fine reunion last June we are most anxious for
·33 to make 100% contribution to the Alumnae
Fund Drive. Do help 1
Have a good summer this year and send your
secretary a card so that we all can enjoy your happy
holiday.

1934 Secretary

MRS. LUTHER WELLS (Grace Rowland)
400 Beechwood Drive, Richmond, Va.

GRESS
The Life of Virginia, the
South's oldest and one of the
nation's largest and strongest
insurance companies, has more
than doubled in size since 1944.

THELIFE
~e~
OFVIRGINI
A

Alum na e Fund Gifts through Ap ril 1, 1 95 4
$ 88 .00 from 29 % of class.

RICHMOND• ESTA
BLISHED1871

Our big news is the coming celebration of our
20th anniversary of graduation. I hope that all of
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village, onto another hill-ve ry picturesque. The
house is French-Italian in architecture. A huge
rounded picture window 12 feet by 10 feet in our
livin g room, with a lovely flower bed, int erior and
exterior, brings the outdoors insid e. Informal dining room has two window wall s with same flower
bed treatment. Lovely patio, arched walls enclose
thi s- -medieval well in center. Patty ( 11) and
G eoffrey ( 6) attend a French private schoo lspeaking French now. Have odd school hours in
France, 9-11: 45; two hours for 1unch ( and sun, if
it shines durin g the day, it will be at noon); school
again at 1:45-4 :45. Plus an hour for help on lessons if one desires!
"W e have enjoyed the country of France , which
is vastly different from Paris-a lso Belgium, Germany, H olland, D enmark, Switzerland, and England.
"P lease give my very best wishes to Miss Keller ;
wish I might have seen her, Mi ss Turnbull, and
Miss Crenshaw. Here are my best greetings to you
and to all my fellow classmates. Open invitation
to anyone coming to Pari s."
I was very much surprised on a vis it to JohnstonWilli s H osp ital in February to see Mildr ed Epes
Whit e. We hope she is now feeling fine after a
few weeks' rest there.
M arian Allport Foley was in Richmond also for
the hospitalization of one of her sons, who, we
trust, has now fully recovered.
M ary Anne Guy Franklin is a much sought -after

public speaker; she is giving a talk this_week to the
Exchange Club. Mary Anne gained much experience in public speaking, making two and three
night stands in cities throughout England . She
spent four months on her spea king tour in England
and three and a half months traveling in France,
J ugoslavia , Gre ece, and Turkey.
I hope all of you have received letter s from
Lottie Britt Callis , Estelle Veazey Jones, Lola Williams Pierce or me and that you will contribute to
the Alumnae Fund, helping our class percentage
and Westhampton.

1936 Secretary

Mis s LYNDELEPJTT
4303 New Kent Avenu e, Richmond 25, Va .

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$48.00 from 1 8 % of class.

Since the last tim e news was sent in, two of our
class ha ve been saddened by the loss of members of
their imm ediat e families. Our deepest sympathy is
exte nded to Esther Wal sh Dutton , who lost her
mother, and to Margare t Watkins Weatherall, who
lost her father.
Girls , you simply MUST plan to attend the very
special activities planned for the regular alumnae
meetings held during Commencement Week. Thi s
year Westhampt on celebrates her fortieth anniversary . From what we have alr eady heard about plans ,
this is going to be even bigger than one of Mis s
Lutz's BIG M ay Da y celebrations! When you get

~
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BLACKBURN
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Let our mattress doctor completely RENOVATEyour old mattress,
box springs and pillows. Moderate prices.
(plenty of parking space)

announceme nt s about the affair through the ALUMNI BULLETINor from Mr s. Booker's office, be sure
to mark the dates on your calendar and plan to join
all of us who possibly can get to the campus as we
celebrate her ann iversary.
help Westhampton
(Have you realized that Westhampton's age is not
far from our own ?)
Several of you have kidded me about making all
of us seem old when I have mentioned that we
should be planning for our own twentieth reunion.
You might feel better about it if you think of it in
terms of growing more mature. That thought was
suggested by Virginia Watkins Ellenburg, of our
Big Sister class. However you may prefer to view
the situ ation , the fact remains that those of us
teaching senior high school students are getting in
our classes children of parents who were in school
with us. Among my present students are France s,
daughter of Jane (Little , '32 ) and Clar ence J .
"Bus" Gra y, and Amy , daughter of Betsy (Marston ,
'35 ) and H enry Sadler. What is mor e, our own
Baby Cup winner, Jan e, daughter of "Boo"
(Ow ens) and Sidney Page, is scheduled to enter
senior high school next September. Now, are you
ready to get to work on plans fo1· our twentieth
reunion ?
Long before thes e notes reach you, you wi ll have
received a letter from Margaret Bowers, Ann a
Castelvecchi Del Papa , Elizabeth Chapman Wilson,
Sarah Covey Bradford , Helen D enoon H opson ,
"Boo" Owens Page, Margie Pugh Tabb , Lou Whit e
Winfr ee, or me. Of course, we hop e that you will
have sent in a check to Mrs. Booker before this
lett er reaches you . Whether you have sent in a
check or not , please let us hear from you. W e
cannot write up news for you or about you unle ss
you send the news to us.
For some tim e, now , we have lacked proper addresses for Annab elle Carswell (Mr s. Harry
Julian) and Jackie Warner Warren. If you know
how we may contact these two girls, please pass the
information along to us.
I am sure that all of you join me in this expression of gratitude to the eight girls who help ed to
write you letter s. Helen Denoon Hopson, incidentally , return ed from Florida just in time to
write some letters this year.
Don't forget to plan now to help W esthampton
celebrate her fortieth anniversary. May her next
forty years be even more glorious than her first
forty!

1937

Secretct1'J
Miss ELIZABETHANGLE
521 North Belmont Avenue, Richmond , Va .

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$91.00 from 28 % of class•.

For 54 you can choose from three great Hudson series-the fabulous
new Hudson Hornet, the spectacular new Hudson Wasp, or a New
kind of car, The Hudson Jet. With prices starting with the very
lowest.
See and drive a Hudson today!
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VA.
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Th ere's a cliche which starts "No news .. ." I
hop e its ending is true of the '37-ers. Won 't you
out-of-towners drop us a note so that the BULLETIN
can have a lin e or two on every member of our
class?
By now each of you ha s heard from one of the
alumnae fund drive committee. Six of us-" Mitch "
Meador , Jane Lawder Johnston , Virginia Lee Priddy , Jean Hudson Miller, Nancy Chappell Pettigrew,
and I- attended the dinner and had a wonderfully
chatty time. We promised ourselves another getfortieth annitogether this June-Westhampton's
versary. I hop e all of you can attend .
We have three new addresses : Betty Allison
Briel, 3518 Montross Avenue , Richmond; Mildred
Vick Chatton, 1189 Crescent Drive , San Jose , California; and Florence Moore Flake, 1-A Buckner
Drive, Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas. Florence's hus band, Joe, was previously stationed at Ft. Eustis,
Vir ginia. Also Mina Karp Moss and Alice Wrenn
Watts expect to be in their new Richm ond homes
soon-Mina on Ov erlook Road and Alice at 4901
Evelyn Byrd Road; both will have a view of the
James .
For you who don't get the Richm ond papers,
Alice Watts is quite a famous gardener. She is
president of the Richmond Council of Garden
Clubs which is composed of around 75 clubs with
approx imately 5,000 members. Long before this

honor, however, Alice was a lecturer on " H erbs in
Shakespeare's
Gardens"
and "O ld Fashioned
Roses." She is the auth ority on herbs and Baldwin
on roses. You can imagin e their problem in transplantin g over 70 different kinds of herbs and over
100 rose plants from their old to their new garden
which will be on two levels. Doesn't it sound
lovely?
Jane Carroll Slusser writes that Tom has left the
Navy and is now Sports Dire ctor for the TV station in Pensacola. At the time of Tom's change,
Jane also decided to lau nch a new career. Last year
she taught the second grade at th e Naval Air Station school and this year, the first grade which she
lik es even better than the second . Both of her boys
are in the same school, Bill in the fifth grade and
Jim in the third. Jane's return to the classroom
paralle ls that of Jo O' Grady Carter who is also in
her second year of teaching at the school which her
son attends. Jane and her family spent their Christmas in Missouri and there is the possibility that
she may vacation this summ er in Richmond. Last
summer she was busy attend ing summer schoo l at
Tulane.
Other vacationers are "Mitch" and Carl Meador
who left March 4 for a two-week stay in Florida.
Kitty (Broyles) and Stewart Kerr also visited Florida last fall.
Grace Elli ott Olsen writes that she has recovered
from an operation last August and was able to attend in October the State Library Convention in
Biloxi. Also she, Humphrey , and their little daughter, Alice , visited New Orleans in November. She
ended her note with, "Otherwise we are quite homebodies in this sma ll college town. We 'd be g lad to
see any who come this way." Grace lives at Perkinston Junior College, Perkinston , Mississippi.
I had a nice long talk with Rhoda Cornish Sparrow last November when Monny Bowers ( class of
'36) and I were in New York City. Rhoda has
two boys and has been working full time with
Arnold at the Brookhaven Natio nal Laboratory and ,
therefore, leads a very busy lif e.
One last and very important note: Don 't f orget
th e Alumnae Fund!

1938

Secretary
MRS. R. M. NOLT[NG, JR.
( Peggy Lockwood)
RFD 8, Box 658, Richmond, Va.

1939

Secretary
MRS. A. L. JACOBS(Scotty Campbell)
807 Henri Road, Richmond, Va.

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April l, 1954
$ 84.00 from l 9 % of class.

Juliet Shell Lamar, her husband and two children
are li ving in Holland where he is connected with
the American Embassy. They expect te return to
the U .S . in 1955. Her address: Juliet Shell Lamar,
c/o Capt. B. D. Lamar, MAA G, c/o American
Embassy, 10 Lange VoorHout, The Hague, Netherland s.
Rosalie Oakes spent a night with us recently. She
was passing through Rid,mond whi le touring for
the Y. W. C. A. the various college campuses.
Petey and I took a nice trip to N. Y. to see the
finals of the N. I. T. basketball tournament. In
addition to that, we saw the Knickerbockers and
the N. Y. Rangers in action. That ice hockey is
really rough!

1940

Secretary
MRS. VERNON C. KIBLER (Doris Hargrove)
2 Berkshire Road, Richmond, Va ,

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April l, 1954
$1 85.00 from 15 % of class.

By now all of you have probably heard from
another Forty concerning the Alumnae Fund Drive.
We hope the Forties will come forth in a big way,
not necessarily in the amount given, but in the
number of contributors. In the past not too many
Forties have supported this worthy cause.
On February 23 Lucy Baird, Kitty Lyle, Jane
Francis D avenport Reid , and I attended at Westhampton College a dinner initiating this Alumnae
Fund Dr ive . It was fun being together once again.
Of course all of us discussed the fact that our 15th
Reunion is just around the corner, and that we
wanted to be sure to make it a big get together. I
want to thank these girls, and also Marion Sibley

LEWIS E. FERGUSON
Painting & Decorating

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$87 .00 from 14 % of class.

There are severa l new arr ivals to announce, and
that's alwa ys interesting!
Ruth and Bob Banks have a baby daughter,
Elizabeth Anne, born Sept. 23. There are two big
brothers-Lee, age 7 and D enni s, age 6. The Banks
are "at home" at 704 E . Nine Mil e Road , Highland Springs.
The D avidsons (Julia Gunter) also have a baby
g irl. Mary Carol, who put in her appearance on
January 3. Julia and Jim also have three sons,
Jimmy, Gene and D oug las.
It's a son for the Griggs. D avid Lee was born
on February 23. He makes the fourth boy for
Edith (C rostic) and Ed. The other boys are
Johnny, 10½ , Georgie, almost 7, and Roger, 6.
And accordi ng to Edith, Circleville is a wo nd erful
p lace to Jive.
Some of you will remember Sallie Hayden who
was in our class for about a year. Liz Shaw Burchill reports th at Sallie, now Mr s. Edwin West, has a
baby girl, Jane. It is their first chi ld. The Wests
live at 6607 Rolling Road.
Liz has also been in touch with Arlene Kramer
who , with her husband and two chi ldren, lives in
D ana, Indiana.
During my chat with Liz I also picked up a litt le
informatio n about her ow n fami ly. H er husband is
sti ll cafeter ia manager at Liggett & Myers. They
have two chi ldren-Freddy,
age 5, and Jean who
will be 3 in April.
Remem ber our Alumnae Fund Driv e is in full
force. Do what you can to make it the most successfu l year yet for the alumna e.

Parham , for writing the Alumnae Fund Drive letters.
Our deepest sympathy goes to Virginia Vaughan
Noe and Elsie Mattingly D ickinson, each of whom
Jost her father recently.
I want to thank Lois West Lamprecht 's motherin-law for the nice answer to my card. Mrs. Lamprecht gave me Lois' new address: 750 East 84th
Place , Chicago, Illinois. Her card gave the following news: "Lois West Lamprecht, who has been in
Yokohama, Japan with Major Lampred1t and their
young son, Alan Frederic, Jr., has recentl y returned
to the United States. The Lamprechts are presently
residing in Chicago where Major Lamprecht is assigned as Food Advisor for the U.S. 5th Army."
Jane Aler Van Leeuwen is temporarily living at
30 Norfolk Ave. , Lynchburg, Va. Caroline Doyle
Saunders had called her to welcome her to Lynchburg, and promised she would be around to see her.
Frances Bai ley Gill and Charlotte Ann Dickinson Moore wrote that Annabel Lumpkin Hessel
had moved to Norfolk while Red was to be at sea.
Annabe l is opening a "Not New Shop. " Charlotte
wrote that there was little or no news from her
house, other than the usual shots and vaccination
for Johnny, and colds , her only diversion being a
perusa l of seed catalogues.
Sad dye's card told of a long Jetter she had from
Margaret Brinson Reed, with lots of good pictures
of their son, Brin, which arrived a couple of weeks
ago. Margaret and Jack are planning to come home
from Japan in August of this year. Margaret has
been teaching school since the first of the year . Her
Mom is there with her and looks after Brin.
Congratulations to Harriet Yeaman s Mercer and
I. J. Richard Kennon Mercer was born February 8.
Harriet says they are thrilled to have two boys as
they will have so much fun playing together.
It is a special treat , and a big thrill , when I hear
from a '40 I haven't seen or heard from for some
time-as in the case of the nice card from Byrd
Boisseau Perkinson. Byrd said that she and Perk
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stay busy with Perk as President of the Perkinson
Lumber Co., and with their Angus cattle farm
named "Edge Hi ll. " "We don't have any children
except· our Weimanen puppy, whose name is
Smoky," writes Byrd. She travels a bit with Perk.
In January she saw Bunny D eaton Freeman in New
York, and another weekend saw Caroline Doyle
Saunders in Lynchburg.
In closing, I have some good new s for you.
Jane Frances Davenport Reid has consented to be
your Class Secretary next year. I will be serving as
your Secretary for one more news bulletin, and then
she will take over.

1941

Secretary

Miss EVELYNV. COSBY
Bon Air, Virginia
Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$128.00 from 17 % of class.

On January 12, Cecile Gaddis Smith and Cecil
became the proud parents of a fine boy, David
Gaddis Smith. Cecile sent a picture of her daughter, Patsy, who has celebrated her fifth birthday and
she writes that they made several trips to Miami
last year and wiJI probably do so agai n this year
since Cecil is working on a flower marketing project for the University of Florida.
Eleanor Kindell Miller writes , "O n our return to
Aruba, we stopped over in Jamaica and made some
car trips arou nd the island.
"As we arrived in Aruba, Lynn blossomed forth
with the mumps. Two weeks later , Leslie repeated
the performance. They weren't sick after the first
few days, so I spent the month creating entertainment and trying to explain that other people would
not welcome their company. They were so anxious
to go visiting." Lynn started to kindergart en and
thinks it is wonderful.
Kay Leviston Krug is keeping busy with her

many activ1t1es. She is doing two columns a week
for the Radf ord News Journal, has just been elected
President of the local Junior Woman's Club and
will begin her term in April , is finishing out a term
as program chairman, and has a sma ll job with
local board of the A. A. U . W., in addition to
caring for her family and borne.
Late last' year, Bitsy Epes Hardy accompanied her
husband to California, where they attended tbe
Trucker's Convention. On their return trip they
visited many places of interest.
Kitty Crawford Lindsay bas a new address: Box
391, Green lawn, L. I., N. Y. She writes that they
are busy night and day, week after week, turning
out adaptations, dramatizations, and originals for
Kraft Theatre. As far as TV is concerned, Kitty
and Howard are coJlaborating on everything and
using a double by-line "Kathleen and Robert Howard Lindsay."
Howard's video play, "Chess
Game." which was optioned for Broadway by John
Golden_ is now being lengthened and revised for
the stage. Robbie, now 2½ years old, is talking a
blue streak and into everything. He is excited about
their moving next door to two horses.
Mary Owen Bass was vice chairman of the Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner which was held on the
4th of March.
On February 2 3 I attended the dinner for the
Class Secretaries and workers for the "kick off" for
the Alumna e Fund Drive. At tbe meeting that
followed in Keller HaJI, Mary Owen Bass presided
and introduced Dr. Modlin and Dr. Wheeler who
gave us inspiring talks on tbe work of the College.
Later May Thompson Evans told of tbe plans being
made for the big celebration of .tbe 40th Anniversary of Westhampton. We are hoping to see you
there and don't forget to send in your contribution
for the Alumnae Fund. Mary Owens Bass has done
a wonde1·ful job as Chairman of this committee, so
let' s give her our support.
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Secretar y

MRS. R. R. CRUTCHFIELD(Kay Gillelan)
Box 40 Al, Birdneck Road
Virginia Beach, Va.

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$67.00 from 13 % of class.

Wendy writes that she and B. G. are down from
the clouds with a thud after their Caribbean trip,
and are back at work . They had a marvelous trip ,
although they had one major disappointment-they
didn·t take enough movie film with them and were
unable to buy extra, hence their pictures are limited.
La Verne (Priddy) and Cal Muse are in the
process of house hunting. They hope to find
something by June. With their two boys they
have outgrown their Parkfairfax apartment. I
understand Billy, the baby, is a perfect doll and
the "tal kingest " baby.
Christine (Lawson) Plenckner is still working at
the Mt. Rainier Girl Scout office. Sbe enjoys the
informality there as contrasted to staid office work.
Here's another new address-Bernice
Hargrove
Wood and fami ly have moved into their new home
at Broyhill Crest- 1403 Larchmont Drive , Falls
Church, Va. She finds their new location very
pleasant, mostly all young, congenial couples. Bernice's Susan is ten I The baby of the family is three
-a really active age.
We have two new members in our "class family." Ann (Pavey) and Karl Garrett greeted a
daughter, Amanda Lee, on Feb. 15. Their son,
Ricky, is 27 months old and is gradually accepting
his new sister. Ann wrote she had been in tbe
hospital with Jean Beeks Marston and her new
daughter, Pamela. Our congratulations to both
Ann and Jean.
Evelyn McAuley Winston is keeping busy. She
writes that the puppet business is flourishing. She
has ber own show ( 5: 30-6: 00, Sat.) on the Danville TV station called "Susan's Storytime" (Evelyn is Susan). She puts on puppet shows, tells
stories, and sings and is booked to do a show at a
local department store during Easter Week . Sharon,
4, and York, 7, are enjoying it all. In fact, York
is the "prop" man and doing a fine job. Oh , yes, a
change of address for Evelyn-236 Brandon Court,
Danville , Va .
Life is showing its brighter side for yours truly
-Bo b is back after five months in the Med so for
the next few months, at least, he' ll be around home
on week-ends anyway. This destroyer duty is not
very conducive to a family home life! Pam and
Wanda jumped up and down three feet off .the pier
in excitement as their daddy ·s ship pulled in last
month. You 've never seen such a greeting-but
five months at the ages of six and eight can be an
eternity 1
Remember the Alumnae Fund , girls, and let's all
work to put our class at the top.
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Secretar y

MRS. W. D. MooRE (Ann Byrd)
Coats, North Carolina
Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$11 2 .00 from 20 % of class.
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We telegraph flowers anywhere
"No flowers are fresher than ours"
(22]

When I was in Richmond in February for the
Alumnae Workers meeting , I had hoped to see
more of you there. Frances Beazley Bell was the
only one who came to my aid and helped represent
us. I hope the final results of the Alumnae Fund
Drive will prove that our interest far surpasses our
attendance at the meeting.
Frances is finally settled in her new home ( all
but the drapes-she says!). I did not have time to
visit her and see for myself-but understand it is a
lovely home .
Helen Herrink Fix and Rose Koltukian Wallace
sent Christmas cards-and
expressed their intention to write early in 1954. Maybe this will remind
1
them
The greatest part of our news comes as usual
from Evelyn Allen Krause who writes from Richmond:
"Harriet (Lewis) and Harold Goodman and
family moved to Richmond from Texas last October. Their new address is 1206-A Willow Lawn ,

Keswick Gardens, Richmond, Virginia. Harold is
Assistant Chief Radiologist at McGuire Hospital.
"Althea Johnson Black tells me that Helen
Ridgly has a new position which sounds very interesting. She is the assistant to the Director of
Admissions at Wilson College in Chambersburg,
Pennsy lvania. She was in Richmond not long ago
interviewing prospect ive students.
"When I talked to Louise Cardozo Long she and
Cliff had returned from a week end at Virg inia
Beach.
"Pepper Gardner Hathaway received a letter not
long ago from Marjorie Clements Kidd. She and
Bob have been living in New Haven, Connecticut
since January, 19S3. Bob is working for the Armstrong Rubber Co. and Marjorie as a bank teller.
"June Hargrove Ruble started full time 'homebound' teaching in February."
The D ona ld Moores are planning a trip to New
York in Apri l just to have a good time . Wish you
could all come with us!
Don't forget the 40th An niversary in June. Great
things are being planned for all of us-and please
remember to write!

1944 Secretary
MRS. W. A. STANSBURY(Ann Burcher)
30S Wa ll Street, Blacksburg, Va.
Alumna e Fund Gifts through Ap ril 1, 1954
$101.50 from 29 % of class .

There are many jobs in connection with the reunion and on beha lf of the class for whic h I want
to thank all of you who have helped so willingly.
Evermond Hardee D anie l is doing research on the
best investments for our maturing graduation bond.
Millie Cox Goode, as chairman, has done a fine
job of getting the Richmond girl s together to make
plans . Thanks go to Juanita Tiller who prepared
and sent out the questionnaires-also
to Ann
Thruston Filer who is assembling the scrapbook
materia l.
We have many address changes for you to make
on your lists.
Norma Sanders has moved to 809 Albany Ave.,
Alexandria, Va.
Ellen Merce r Clark Maxwel l and Keith are now
in Aurora, Ill. , at 168 N. Root St.
Anne Gordon Neblett and Vernon live at 812 W.
28th St., Richmond, Va.
Gloria Tyler Robertson and Clayton have just
moved into their new waterfront home in Portsmouth. Their address is 904 Sterling Point Drive.
Dot Ihnken has·a new address-14 Chester Lang
Place, Cranford, N. J. Dot had a wonderful trip
to Mexico and Honduras in the fal l.
The mailing address for Mary Eubank Barnes is
Rt. No. 1, Box 1, Bayside, Va. Mary is still
teaching school and Hugh has his fingers in many
pies-Ford
dealership, service station, fuel oil,
plumbing and justice of the peace.
Mary Lee Clary was married around Christmas to
Dr. Jock Laurie Graeme and they are living at S34
E. Front St., Plainfie ld, N. J. Mary Lee is a junior
pharmaco logist for Johnson and Johnson and Jock
is a M. D. in research.
I somehow failed to report the arrival on May
30, 19S3, of Katherine Anne , daughter of John and
Butsie Miller Goldsmith. Butsie is making plans
to leave "Kate" long enough to drive down to the
reunion-picking
up Molly Warner on the way.
Barbara Gray Clayton writes, "Gosh, how I wish
I could get to that reunion, but with Ann under
one and Holly under three-it just seems out of the
question. "
If only all the '44s could be with us in June we
could hear first-hand of all their varied interests.
Kay Hanley Wery is active in the Honolulu
league of Wome n Voters. She and Clay are planning to move soon "down the country in rura l
Oahu."
Lois Hester Blackburn is superinte ndent of the
Yo ung Peop le's Department of their Sunday School
-along
with the time-consuming home job of
caring for young D iana.
H arriet Shaffer and Margery Peple both give of
their time to the Richmond Filter Center. Harriet
has helped there for two years and is now an assist-

ant supervisor. She reports that Margery is on the
midnight shift so they don 't see each other often .
Mary lee Smith has recently been moved from
the Near East desk in the State Department to the
Far East desk. She has done research on the problems of the Area and went to Westhampton in
February to lecture on the subject to a new class
called "Introduction to Area Studies." It is a
senior. class which the girls administer themselves,
advised by a faculty committee. Miss Rudd said
that Mary lee gave an excellent talk.
I hope all of our checks to the Alumna e Fund
are bigger this year. Give more in · S4 !

1945 Secretar y
MRS. HOWARDB. CONE (Elizabeth Parker)
7317 Alycia Avenue, Richmond, Va .
Alumna e Fund Gifts through Ap ril 1, 19 54
$ 1 00 .00 from 30 % of cla ss.

We have three new baby boys to write about this
time. lib Weaver Martin wrote me about the
arrival of lester Poindexter III on December 21.
Kathy and Jack Atkinson's child was born February 6, and they named him John Emory. Nancy
Lazenby Stables sent a note announcing the birth
of their second son, Jeffrey Gray , born February
20. Congratulations to you fol ks.
Marianne Waddill Jones and daughters left
March 1S, for Phoenix, Arizona after being in
Richmond with her mother for a few months while
Fred is overseas.
Lillian Belk Youe ll and her family had three
wonderful weeks in Florida during the winter.
They stayed in Orlando and visited Sarasota quite
a bit.
Ruth Hiller Powell and Moseley have moved to
Lynchburg, Va . Their new address is 1106 To ledo
Ave. We certain ly are sorry they left Richmond,
but happy for Moseley that he received a nice promotion.
Doris Mi lls was sent to Caracas, Venezuela for
the Inter-American Conference as "Supeno, of the

Bellwood

Secretaries." She worked long and hard hours but
thrilled to be there.
Nell White Gillespie wrote Ruth Latimer that
her husband is out of the Navy and is with the
Puerto Rico Visitors Bureau in Miami , Florida.
Their new address is 366S N. W . 14th Street,
Miami .
We are so happy to hear that Guy Friddell , Jr.,
Gin Pitt 's husband, has been made the assistant
editor of the Ric hmond News Leader.
Frances and Doug Laird and some other friends
of theirs are taking samba lessons at Arthur Murray's Dance Studio. That really sounds like a lot of
fun.
Ann Woodward Hood and her husband said they
had a grand trip to New York February 11 and 12
to see U. of R. play basketball at Madison Square
Garden.
Our class had a luncheon at the Rotunda Club ,
Jefferson Hotel in January , as you know, and it
really was a nice one. There were two from out of
town-Nancy
Leslie from Martinsville, Va. , and
Mary Campbell Pau lson from Warwick , Virginia .
The rest of us were from Richmond: Ann Seay
Jackson , Jane \XTray McDorman , Conni e S1:tton,
Annette Patterson Hemby, Ruth Latimer, Mananne
Waddill Jones, Frances Crowder Laird , Lillian
Belk Youe ll, Ruth Maris Wicker, Elizabeth Whitehorne, Peggy Clarke Huber and Ann Woodward
Hood. I hope more will be able to attend the next
one. Connie Sutton took pictures. I have put them
in our scrapbook .
By the way, our scrapbook is really filling up
with all the material you've been sending but we
always want the latest pictures, announcements,
etc., so please write me your news and send your
items along at the same time .
I certain ly do appreciate the cooperation these
girls have given me on the A lumnae Fund letters .
They are Connie Sutton, Ann Seay Jackson, Annette
H emby, Ruth Latimer , Ruth Maris Wicker , Eliza-
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beth Whitehorne and Peggy Clarke Huber. They
did a fine job and I hope each of you wi II let them
hear from you.

1947

Secretary
Miss ISABELAMMERMAN
6000 Crestwood Avenue, Richmond , Va .

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$81.00 from 26 ¾ of class.

Before we get into the real news we want to
urge each one to contribute to the Alumnae Fund
Campaign . let"s make the class of '4 7 the top one
in number of contributors. By now you should have
received a letter from your group leader. Please
answer her plea and when you do , why not drop
her a lin e with any news about yourself or other
members of our class) We bad such a good number of letters in the fall that we hope that before
the summer catches up with you and you begin to
plan your vacations you'll write us.
We have some newcomers to welcome this time.
Tina Clauter Stapleton and John are the parents
of a little girl, Jacqueline. She joins Kathleen to
make up the Stapleton family. Our other newcomer
is a little girl, too. She is Miss Ann Melissa Kiser,
born to Howie Bingham Kiser and Kent on the
24th of January.
The way this class moves about there must be
some nomad in all of us. We try to track down a
girl but always seem to be at least one address behind . Marie Walthall leSieur and Claud have
moved from Syracuse, N . Y., to Pittsburgh, Pa.
Their new address is 5334 Keeport Drive.
Anne Higgins Borger and Dan also joined in the
moving . They are now at Oakmore Farm , Tabb, Va .
We have two new addresses within the city.
Marion Collier Miller, with sons John and Mark
are now in their new home in Westbam. The number is 206 Sunset Drive. Our best wishes are always with John_ and we hop e that his progress is
continual. Gussie has the other new in-town ad-

dress --3 517 Han over Ave., Apt. D.
While Buddy was in New York going to a special schoo l Betty Brown Parsons went up for a
week-end in the big city. Going in the opposite
direction, Betty Tinsley Andrews accompanied Dick
on a business trip to Florida. It must be nice to
have such traveling husbands.
Sincere sympathy is extended to Gin Ellett and
her family on the death of her father this winter
and to Helen Chandler Shea on the death of her
father, Mr. C. F. Chandler.
There are some few gals that have just slipped
away from us entirely. We hope that you are receiving the BULLETIN and enjoying it. Shirley
Davis Sanford, you are one that we would like so
much to find. If you have a spare minute won't you
send us your address)
Heard about Bobby Rock Hardy and it was so
good to have news of her. This is second or third
hand so we make no prom ises as to its accuracy.
Bobby and Doc have two little girls. We don't
know any names but would like to. Their home is
in Havelock, N. C., at 2 Roseboy Court.
Jane Harp Davis and Ralph have had two things
to celebrate this year. They are in their new home
at 1805 Grove Ave . and Ralph has been made the
General Manager of the Skyline Corp.
Betsey Slate Riley and Buddy took a trip through
the south in March. They visited Charleston, S. C.,
Florida and sights in between.
John and Nancy Richardson Elliott have a new
member of the ir household. David Richardson
Elliott arrived March 15, weighing in at 7 lbs . 6
ozs. Congratulations to all of you.
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Secreta ry
MRS. JACK B. WILBOURNE (Sarah Bishop)
243 South Adams Street, Petersburg, Va.

Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$106.00 from 1 8 ¾ of class.

In the past six years, we have comp letely Jost
contact with a number of our classmates. We are
constantly trying to learn the whereabouts of these
"missing" ones and what they are currently doing.
You'll be happy to notice in reading this, news of
some of these old friends who have been quiet for
too Jong.
Right before we left Danville, I received a lovely
letter from Lois ( McClanahan) Garrett. She was
telling of the happy day, November 19, when she
and Jack became the parents of Carol Elizabeth.
Lois was planning to use the old-fashioned method
of rocking little Carol, for which I, for one, am a
hearty enthusiast . It's as soothing to mama as to
the baby.
Eleanor (Pitts) Rowan bas joined the growing
ranks of mothers. Katherine Ei len arrived February
17 and Eleanor reports that she and Bill are in the
happy confusion of formula, bottle schedule and
the other necessities.
Bob and Faye (Hines) Kilpatrick almost had a
Christmas present when little Miss Lauren Douglas
was born December 20. Bob is out of the Navy
now and bas taken an insurance job in Hartford ,
Conn. Faye and the 3 children are staying in Richmond until early summer when their house shou ld
be ready. They'll live in Bloomfield , a small community just outside Hartford.
There's plenty of activity at the Bowman house.
Joe and Sugar (Carlton) welcomed their third
child, Sherry Lynn , on January 27. Sugar says she's
just going into seclusion with her brood.
Frankie (Robinson) King has taken her spare ( ?)
time to study and is now a licensed insurance agent.
She won't actively solicit but will have the knowledge and authority to assist her husband who is in
the insurance business.
We extend our deepest sympathy to Anne Foster
Anderson who lost her father recently.
Sally Taylor bad a long letter from Ann Bowie
little bringing us up to date on her activities.
Randall, Ann and Beth are now in Hammond, Indiana where Ann is enjoying housekeeping , club
work and singing in their church choir. During her
years in Ann Arbor , Michigan she had a useful and
interesting career working for the judge of the
county probate and Juvenile Court.
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Maria (Carter) Satterfield has found "it's a smal l
world" after all. While canvassing for the Richmond Community Chest she knock ed on Peggy
(Stone) Cunningham's door. They enjoyed the
brief visit and found they are practically neighbors.
Maria is _a very busy and active member of society.
She assists in running a nursery for ex-po lio patients and drives in a motor pool which carries
them to MCV for polio clinics.
I've heard indirectly from Ann (McKee) Coulbourn. They're now living in Jacksonville, Florida.
Alice Goodman was a visitor in Florida not Jong
ago. She toured the state and she came back so
ent hu siastic about th e scenic wonders that she could
well qualify as an ambassador of good will.
Eleanor had a lett er from Felicity MacDonald
who is now, and bas been for three years, Mrs.
Savin Hoffecker of 3 Holland Park, London, England. They have a young son, John , who from the
enclosed picture is a fair-haired chubby little boy.
Her husband went to the U. of R. and at present is
head of the history department at Hill School in
London. Flip sti ll is as interested as she was in
reading, the theatre and . international events.
We also have word about Lena (Iggers) Moszkowski who is now Jiving at 1256 Armacost Ave. ,
Los Angeles 25, California. She is doing research
on termites, working toward her Ph.D. while Steve
is an assistant professor in physics at U.C.l.A .
Allan Rucker plans to return from her teaching
assignment in Japan next year. She will enter the
U. of Florida to complete work on her Masters in
Education. If everything goes as planned, she will
seek a teaching posit ion in Europe.
Ginna Herndon has taken the group leader responsibi liti es formerly held by Doris (Moore)
Ennis. Ginna lends her talents and energy freely to
a great numb er of activities in Fredericksburg and
I'm sure she will turn in a superior job at this task.
Jackie (Pitt) Suttenfield is now filling Sugar's job
for that group. Her address is 39 10 Cutshaw Ave.,
Richmond.
One of these times I'm going to turn the entire
space over to Hannah Barlow. The letters which
she sends from Japan are so full of peace of spirit
and inspirational hope.
Jim and Betty (Hardin) Elmore weren 't willing
to be talkers and not doers of the work. I'm proud
to say I know Betty and wish her success and happiness in this new phase of her lif e. I hope I can
give you the essence of the idea of their venture.
Jim and Betty have given up their affiliations in
Bladenboro and are now at Koinonia in Pikesville,
Maryland. Koinonia is the Greek word for friendship and this is a foundation begun in 1949 by
business and religious leaders. They are trying to
meet the continuing chal lenge that as citizens of the
United States we must learn to live and work with
other peoples and nations as friends and brothers.
Jim and Betty and their fellow trainees will work
as ambassadors of good will, representing the best
in American lif e abroad. By doing their job combined with friendship , they will be waging this
"war of kindness" against the promises of Russia
to aid the world. At present they are taking an extensive course of training including work in languages. I'll tell you more about this another time
for so much depends on their success.
I have some new addresses for your book : Jean
(Brumsey) Biscoe , 401 N. Blvd., Richmond; Anne
(Bruner)
Woo , Seminary Village 0-3, louisvilie, Kentucky; Peggy (Christian) Shiflett, Crescent Hills Apts., Apt. No. 3, Radford, Va.; Florence (Goodman) Weber , 1084 Farmington Ave. ,
W. Hartford , Connecticut; Vivian (Borton) McKenzie, 311 W. 103rd Street, New York.
Alice Goodman , Jean (Brumsey) Biscoe, Betty
Stansbury, Frances (Orrell) Dunn and Mary Jane
(Spivey) Snead represented our class at the annual
Alumnae Fund Conference. If you haven't mailed
Mrs. Booker your check, please do it now. This
year marks Westhampton 's 40th Anniversary. let's
make it the biggest ever in contributions and help
start Westhampton on to fulfilling her many farreaching goals.

1949

Sec,-etary

Miss HATHAWAYPOLLARD
4701 Bromley Lane, Richmond, Va.
Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$75.50

from 14 % of class.

News in brief this time-but
soon we can get
together and catch up on events in person.
A daughter for Henry and Charlotte Wheeler
Mullins, Beverly Anne , was born February 19. And
a son for Allen and Jean Harper Sellars, Bruce
Allen , arrived January 15.
And , as that just about ties up this BULLETIN'S
news in neat little pink and blue ribbons, I'll say
"so long " and hope to see you at the re,mion.

1950

Sec,-etary

Miss PEGGYWELLS
214 West 30th Street , Richmond, Va.
Alumnae Fund Gifts through April 1, 1954
$149.00 from 23 % of class.

If we have this calculated correctly, this issue of
the BULLETIN should reach you about the time our
Westhampton campus is at its height of beauty.
With the dogwood in full bloom, it lends a fitting
background to the activities for May Day . When
you come back for May Day , you'll be amazed to
see the new additions to our campus since our
graduation-the
law building, the student activities
building , the fraternity lodges , and the groundwork
for a new library.
And speaking of spring, we all know that 's the
time of year a young man's fancy turns to thoughts
of-Westhampton
girls . Bolling Brawley is centering his attentions on "Dee " Haskin s. Their
wedding will be April 24, after which they plan to
live in Wilmington, D elaware.
We must say that we are havin g a mighty slack
season in the marriage department. If anybody got
married, they must hav e done it on the sly, becau se
we haven 't heard anything about it.
From out Oklahoma way, we beard that Physical
Education was never like this-ac<:ording to Nancy
Chapin Phillips. She states that she would qualify
only for "p uny " gym, now that she has her daily
work-out with Christopher Lee, who was born
December 19. Also getting her daily dozen is Barbara White Balderson. She and Lester are the proud
parents of Lyndele Claire Balderson, who was
ushered into the world on December 13, and little
"Lyn" just barely missed the last issue of the BULLETIN. This concludes the social and blessed
events.
We finally tracked down Mary Byrd Hudson Goforth. She and Cotton are living in Winchester,
have two littl e girls, and their spirit of cooperation
even carries over to their professional activities.
Mary Byrd is a technician and Cotton is an X-ray
technician at the local hospital. Mary Byrd sends
the scoop on Lucia McClintock Barbour, also in
Winchester. Lucia has a littl e girl, Land er, who is
four , and Robert , who is two . We were very glad
to know that she recovered without ill effects from
a non-paralytic type of polio last fall. Nancy Harrison Davi s is still living in Huntington, W. Va . She
also has two children, . Bruce, three, and Virginia,
eight months oJ.J.
We !1ear that Hilda and D eck are beginning to
feel a little more at home way down in South Carolina. Laura Lee wi ll get that drawl yet. We made
a slight error, and a big fat apology goes to Mary
!3owles . flanagan. She's not banking at all, but
mstead 1s m charge of .the patients' and medical library at MacDill Field.
_Lou Covington and Jean Bishop mad e a flying
tnp to Williamsburg to visit Ida Smith and Mary
~ee Rankin , and much to their surprise they ran
mto Dean Roberts and Dr . Lough. Also in Williamsburg was Virginia Sims, who took her class
there for an educational visit.
Margie Canada is not only a successful Occupational Therapist , but is also editor of the employees' newspaper at Boston State Hospital. We hear
tell .that Frannie Chandler is still teaching math in
Pocahontas High School. Fran Sutton Oliver and
Raymond have been by to see her, and that baby of
theirs, Ray, Jr. , is a mighty cute one, by the way.

Margaret Buck Wayland is keeping pretty bu sy
as housewife, teacher , and is taking on a little
play-directing on the side for the Junior Class. We
finally got the news on Martha and Imog ene Harris. They have an apartment in Roanok e. Martha
is secretary to the Executive Officer and Engineer
of Roanoke County.
Dot Maddox Sykes has just returned from a
Child Welfare League Conference in Asbury Park ,
N. J. and as a result we hope there will be fewer
delinquents in Richmond. Marianne Beck is now a
member in good standing in the academic world.
She is teaching Miss Lutz's English courses while
Miss Lutz is on a sabbatical leave at the University
of Hawaii.
Betty Gray Finney Tuttle is secretary to Col.
H. W. K. Fitzroy , Administrator of the Richmond
Area University Center in the Ellen Glasgow
House. Betty Gray is enjoyin g the varied aspects of
her position,
Now that the unpleasantn ess of the incident is a
thing of the past, Jet us say how g lad we are that
J ean Tinsley Martin has completely recuperated
from her automobile accident. Jean plans to be in
Richmond substitute-teaching
for a couple of
months in the spring while Roy is on a cruise.
Barbara Lee and Harry Jones were in Richmond a
few weeks ago. It certainly was good to see them ,
and they are p lanning a return trip for May Day.
Everyone else try to follow suit and get back for
the big event ,
Pat Kelly Jordan is quite elated over the fact that
Alex passed his State Bar exam during the winter.
Congratulations, Al ex 1 ! Gene Hart Joyner and Tai
are moving into a new home in West End sometime
next spri ng . Also planning a move are Tucky
Bellows Morriss ett and Basil. They will be residing
in Westover Hills after April 1.
The Class joins in extending its sympathies to
Stella Dalton Walln er in the loss of her father in
the fall.
Barbara Covington O'Flaherty bas a baby girl,
Mary Celeste , who was born on March 22. She is
Jiving at 120 Alic e Street, Greenhut Court, Pensacola, Florida.
Well, Class of '50, this about conclud es the news
of the present, but there are a couple of thin gs that
might be considered news of the future . First, in
June the Alumn ae have planned a very special program celebrating the 40th Anniversary of Westhampton College. This is schedu led to take place
the week-end of graduation, and contains many
worthwhile programs and activities that shou ld
certainly be of great interest to each ex-Westhamptonite. Put this on your calendar of "musts" if
you are anywhere near Richmond, or expect to be
there for graduation. You'll hear more about this
lat er, so keep your eyes peeled .
The second, and last item that I want to mention is very definitely related to the future-the
future of Westhampton , to be more exacting. This
is not the old "so ng and dance" routine about
money, money, money-everywhere you turn people
are asking for it. Well, this isn' t a soundless request by any means ... it isn't even a donation ,
although it may be considered one on the tax
forms . .. actua lly, it is a sound inv estment. Yes ,
sound enough . to be called an investment in the
Future. Don 't lend a deaf ear when we ask, "Give
to the Alumnae Fund ," for as always, the ongoing
of the College depends on the support of its alumnae spir itually and financially, and right now that's
what we are--part of the alumnae group. We have
derived much from our Alma Mater, and we owe
her a great deal, if you stop to consider. She has
given us many things th at cannot be purchased in
dollars and cents, and this was made possible by
alumnae of the past. We are alumnae of the present , and are shari ng a part of the future for other
girls at Westhampton.
Invest now! No matter
how much or how little you feel you can give , it
should give each member of the Class of '50 a deep
satisfaction to know that she did her part Today to
keep th e We sthampton of Tomorrow what it was
to us Yesterday.
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There are thr ee weddings and one engagement to
report in spite of the fact that I am lacking someof the names. From all reports Lea Hunter is now
a Mrs ., but Mrs. "Who"'
Please Jet us know, Lea .
Helen Blackwelder was married in March to Russell Cecil Scott. Remember our freshman year when
Sue Pitts used to entertain us with her imitation s
of the English people? Well, blimey, if she didn 't
marry one of those fellows! On April 2, Sue became Mrs. Robert Hodder. Bobbie Brown Yagel
and Pat Smith Kelly were bridesmaids, and their
husbands were ushers. Renee Groves is engaged
but once again I'm minus the vital statistics-who
is the lucky boy, Renee?
The "pi nk and blue " department did rather well
this time-some of the little feJlows are a few years
old, but are still news to many of us. Mary Anne
Hubbard Dick enson and Boyd have a son, Lau rence Boyd , born December 7. Susie Gibson Madden also has a new son. Betty B. Cather MacCallum is now the mother of two boys, and they
are all boy. Recently, one of them locked Betty B.
in a closet, where she remained until her frantic
screams brought help from the neighbors. (Betty B.
is now pondering over where I heard this story
- I'll never tell 1) Doris Goodwyn Bridgforth also
has two boys, George 3, and Turner 1. They are
Jiving in Kenbridge. Suzanne Holt Bagby , another
Kenbridge resident , has a son, one year old. Jo
Ann Asbury Hopkins and Hal, our most recent
parents , have a boy, Burt Crowell, born February 7.
Irene Blackburn Pierce has a daughter, Beverl y
Kathleen, born October 30.
Quite a few of our girls hav e moved recentl y,
and since I am always getting requests for various
addresses, I thought it might be wise to print the
changes of address as I get them. Pat Atwill
Schwartz is at 42 Polk Drive , HuntsviJle , Alabama.
They have a house now. I received a wonderful
epistle from Pat recently. Music and dramatics still
are tops in Pat 's life. Her job classification is that
of a "general flunky "-s he does a little bit of everything. Kitty Bunting Bowman and George are now
in Woodville , Virginia. Betty Baker , as previously
reported is in Winchester , Virginia. H er address
there is 93 Lee Street. Mary Booth Watt has.
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Concrete Construction
3201 Moore Street
E.Turpin Phillips E. Turpin Phillips,Jr.

moved to Martin sville where J ohn D. has a new
job. H er addre ss is Apt. 4, Renick Apts. Jo Hych e
Baulch and Hank have bou g ht a hous e. Jo says
that two childr en are no more trouble than one.
Milli e Waters Har ford is settl ed at 49 W . 12th
Street, New York City. Jo Ann A sbury Hopkin s
has moved to 209 Rooseve lt Av e., N. Babylon ,
New York. Ann e M ar ie Hardin Bailey and Ben are
now at 30 4th Av e., Atwat er, California.
Some of our ga ls have taken their trips already.
Elizabeth McRae Dudl ey and Roy hav e been vacationing in Florida. Gina H errink flew hom e Christmas from Venezue la for two weeks. She plans to
return the re next year to teach. Jean Low e Bradley
and H ank went to Oklahoma in February. They
went by New Orleans befo re returnin g home.

Phone

7-4035

Du e to the illness ' of her mother , Bookie Maroney has settled again in Richmond. She is now
working temporari ly in the credit department at
Tha lhimers. Nancy Taylor Johnson has been sick.
She spent a few days in the hospital , but is better
now. Betty Tredway Blake is expecting Pinky
hom e this summer. Libba reports that Eleanor
Wright Weston and BiJJy are due home from
Japan. Betty Munsey is still enj.oying her work in
Char lottesviJJe. Charlotte Herrink Jones writes that
she has joined the church choir and is also a den
mother for the cub scouts.
A typographical error in last month 's BULLETIN
caused a slight confusion. Jane Lawson Patton is
not Jiving in Charlotte sville , but Sarah Phipps, who
was also recently married, is Jiving there.
Joan Dalve Madison , Charlotte Houchins, Bobbie
Brown Yagel , and I represented the class at the
Alumnae Fund dinner. We had a very nice time.
Naturally, we exchanged any bit of news available.
Joan, incidentaJJy, has given up teaching, and is
now employed by the Sunnyside Granite Co. Her
position, like Pat's, is that of "general flunky."
Paula Abernethy is stiJJ teaching in Greensboro.
Paula' s mother has been serious ly ill. I do hope
that she will soon be wel l.
I took my class to Washington in April. We had
quite a time.
Let 's all remember the Alumnae Fund and give
whatever we can!
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Weddings and births are in the limelight again
this time. Cupid is stiJJ lead ing old man Stork ,
however.
Frances McEver became Mrs. Thomas Barksdale
Hutcheson in a lovely wedding in Blacksburg on
January 16. A reception fo llowed the ceremony at
th e Faculty Center. Diane Evans was one of the
bridesmaids.
Another big piece of new s is the arriva l of Ann
Carol Byrd on January 23. She is the daughter of
Ray and Nina Landolina Byrd. The happy fami ly
is Jiving in Martinsvill e.
Lee Ang ell and Roy Sankup are making plans for
their wedding on Ju ly 17 at Grace Baptist Church
in Richmond. Roy and Lee wil l make their new
home in Wilmington , De laware and Lee's younger
brother wiJJ live with them.
I received a very Jong letter from Lucy Dearing
not too Jong ago. W e had previously reported that
Lucy and R. C. alumnus David McGee were planning a summer wedding. Lucy has reservations to
fly via Pan Am erican Airlines to Frankfort , Germany on June 12. The following day she will arrive at her destination , and she and David will be
married immediately. Lucy will leave behind a
fifth grade of twenty-seven sweet one s in Haddonfield , N. J.
Hu g h and Isab el Rankin will celebrate th eir first
wedd ing anniversary in June. Izzy is still puttering
around keepi ng hous e and teaching school, while
Hugh prepa res to enter his last year of dental
school. We all ho pe they' re coming SOUTH to
live I I !
Nancy Judges is busily working on the thesis for
her M.A. at McGill U niversity in_Toronto.
Jane Camlin is still working in Atlanta. She
and some friends are p lanning a bicycle tour of
Europe this summ er. Won't it be fun to get a
report on that-Jane
peddling through Europ e.
An ot her summer wedding will be that of Jan e
Ratcliff e and Donald E. Hardies who will be marri ed in Au gust. Don is a graduate of Antioch
College, and is working on his M.A . at Purdue
University. Hi s hom e is P latteville, Wi sconsin.
Mary Ann Coates Edel called me when she and
Don were in Richmond not Jong ago . They have
moved again, and their 'new address in Norfolk is
5362 Carnarvon Drive. She's anxiou s to get in
touch with '52'e rs living in Norfo lk.
We are hopeful that Helen Want Miller and
Stanley will be transferred South soon.
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Kathleene Cooke O 'Bier is now recuperating
after an operation in February.
Marianne Shumate and Sarah Barlow are planning a trip to Europe this summer in a study tour
from Gettysburg , Pa.
Eleanor Persons Hayes is really keeping busy as
a pastor 's wife in Mardela Springs, Md. , about 40
miles from Salisbury on the Eastern Shore. The
town is the kind she and Bob wanted to work in,
and the parsonage has recently been redecorated by
paperhang ers and painters in their congregation.
D eanie Dungan is now doing interdenominational religious work in Hanover County Schools.
She is living in Ashland but usua lly comes back to
Richmond on week ends.
Dizz y Stuart-Alexander has been doing some
Civil Defense work in the form of two-hour
stretches of p lane watching. She and Joyce Bell
and Claire Carlton went to New Hampshire during
the winter and learned to ski. D iz had practiced
before , but it was the first time for Joyce and
Claire.
Marilyn McMurray's husband, Lyle Rishell,
shipped out on March 6. Before he left the country, he and Murf took quick vacations visiting relatives in Pennsy lvania, Maryland, and Orlando,
Florida.
Bev Gi lbert Lovell and little Debbie are going
back to Rochester for the summer to get out of the
D. C. heat. Bud will get out of the army in October.
Anothe r bit of interesting news is that Barbara
Cawthorne covered Governor Stan ley's inauguration for WRV A. She had a wonderfu l view of the
parade, and then went to the reception and helped
set up the WRVA booth right by the food. What
a break for Barbara!
I am sure that most of you have heard of the
death of Marian Lacy's father. We extend our
sympathy from the Class of '52.
Many thanks to Sue Hall, Beverley Randolph,
Sarah Barlow, Betty Edmonds, Charlotte Babb ,
Betty Hurt Beasley, Bettie Snead Herbert , Barbara
Cawthorne, and Jo Soles who gave their time to
help with the Alumnae Fund Drive . Here's hoping
we made a good showing.
Be sure to let us hear from you if we don 't have
your latest address, and make your plans now to
attend our class reunion , June 4-6.
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Can it be possible that a who le year has elapsed
since we were busy with May Day , exams, graduation, and weddings? This has been a year full of
changes and new experiences, and I hop e that all of
you have survived with the greatest of ease. In
checking our class roll I find that all except thirteen girls have been accounted for, so it's still a
rather small world , is it not' Your letters have
really helped me out tremendously in this reporting
job.
Jane Sheema has been teaching health and physical education to ninth grade girls at Halifax County
High School. Although the fa cilities are brand-new ,
the equipment is still lacking , so Jane has had to
resort to teaching modern dance , one of her favorite ( ?) courses at We sthampton. During hockey
season she played with the Little Colonels and
spent Thanksgiving at the national tournament in
New York City.
Betty Atkins , another hockey enthusiast, played
for Baltimore last faJJ and went on to th e Southeast
and National Tournaments where she saw Miss
Miller , Jane , and Bobbie Cronin. She has been
teaching geometry and algebra to 178 pupils at her
Alma Mater , W estern High School in Baltimore.
June Pair wrote a newsy letter this winter telling
of the interesting jobs some of our Richmond
friends have found. June is "going pleasant ly insane working for Eastern Air Lines at Byrd Airport, " her unusua l working hours being the cause .
She has acquired a 1947 Plymouth in the process.

Betty Guthrie and I chatted briefly in Richmond
one day after she bad just beg un bei ng a court
repo rter. At present she is receiving experie nce by
typing up cases.
M ildre d Gamb ill , an Eng lish major, is in the
accounting department of the Richmond Greyhou nd
Bus Lines and likes the work a great deal.
Caro lyn Orange became a teacher of genera l science, bio logy, and Latin at High land Spri ngs High
School last fa ll .
Caro lyn Carter is do ing actuaria l wo rk for
Bow les, An drews, and Tow ne, a firm of consul ting
actuaries. H er best news is that she became engaged
last October to John Campbell Graham, now serving in the Navy .
She wri tes that Ruth Entsminger is now livi ng
with re latives in Regenburg, Germany, a town
th ir ty seconds by jet plane from the East German
Border. After arrivi ng in J un e, she soon got
an internat ional driver's license, visited Par is, began learni ng German and typing, and has done substitute teaching at a dependent school. This
cosmopol ite's address is: c/ o Capt. Rock, D et. "R"
OAC/S G-2, A.P.O. 225 c/ o P. 0., New York,
N.Y.

Arcadia Phillips has visi ted M iami Beach, Fla.,
twice th is win ter, besides tak ing short hand and
typing at George Washington Univers ity and doing
volunteer work at the Georgetown Hospita l. In
her letter she wrote that Mar tha Clark has been
classes
teach ing Spanish, English, and history-two
th e Warrenton, Va., school. That
of each-in
soun ds like no easy job.
Fro m Ali ce W arner we bear that she is a social
worker with the Chesterfie ld Cou nty D epartme nt
of P ubl ic We lfare, doing fami ly case work . She

Crestview, Richmond, Va.
also reports that Peggy Gilman is working for the
Harriet Wheat Fralin , after coming back to RichState D epartment of Agricu lture, has gotten a
mond to live, began teaching a junior primary
driver's license, and is anticipating the day when
group at Mary Munford School.
she wi ll have her ow n car.
Gladys Tartarsky and her family have recently
Margare t Gooch is working at the State Health
laboratory and takes a course in bacteriology at ,moved to 6805 Stuart Ave. , Richmond , Va.
We were pleased to hear from Ellen Honts Price
M. C. V. on the side.
{Mrs. Richard E. Price), who has now moved to
Two of our voca lly ta lented classmates, Jackie
Radford, Va ., where Dick is pastor of the First
Downi ng and Kay Beale, have been enjoying their
Baptist Church. They are enjoying the college atmembership in the Richmond Opera Group. Both
mosphere and the work in general. Ellen discovered
performed in "A Connecticut Yankee" and the
that Jo Fugate was working as recreational director
"Messiah" this wi nter.
at St. Albans Hospital there; however, she has
T he fo llowing report has been received from
since returned to her home in Wise.
Ginny LeSueur. "From New York comes news of
Faye Kilpatrick Gillespie is now working as
two former members of the class of 1953, Connie
office and educational secretary at the First Baptist
Shuford and Mim i Hockman. Connie is enthusiastic
Church in Durham. She is a member of the Chemabout her job in the promotion department of
istry Wives organization of Duke University.
The American Magazine and Mimi hopes to receive
Wedding bells wil l be pea ling this spring and
her M. A. from Teacher's College of Columbia
summer for Lois Moody, Mary Ethel Young, Betty
University in February. Nancy Green, who transAndrews, Louise Hudgins, and Betty Montgomery.
ferred to Chape l H ill after her freshman year at
More details to be forthcoming after the happy
Westhampton, is on tour with the Barter Theater
events.
this winter. Nancy, who appeared with Barter in
I visited a few minutes with Ann and Sammy
Abingdon, Va., last summer, has also worked in
Taylor at the Wakefield Grill in Richmond during
summe r stock in Colorado and spent a summer
February . They were planning to be in California
worki ng in Unto These Hills , the outdoor pageant
for two months this spring before Sammy goes to
in the Smokies in Tennessee."
Japan. Ann was looking as radiant as ever.
Also, "Betty O'Ban non , who's in graduate
It was a joyful and noisy occasion one Saturdayschool at T ulane, has seen Skippy Grant several
times . Skippy is now pinned to a law student at night in March when Louise Hudgins, Joy Mason,
and Kay Beale visited me for a few hours. The
Tu lane."
Jane Cather is another of our schoolmarms . She only drawback when we began singing , quite
sentimentally, some school songs. Then we realized
returned to Winchester this past year to teach ninth
grade math and A lgebra I. She writes that Shir ley that a valuab le third of the Fifty-Trio was missing
--Betty Jane Wi lliams. Joy and I combined could
Mason went to Warwick City where she has been
not fill her place!
teaching Eng lish.
Here's wishing all of you a happy summer.
Lou George Wolfe is living at 6743 Miami Ave.,
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Tidewater Club

P.-esidenl: Miss CHARLOTTEBEALE, 415 Riverside D rive, Portsmout h, Virginia .
On February 26 an in novation eveni ng meeting
was held at the home of Mrs. Horace Saunders in
Norfolk when Mrs. W. T . H. Gal liford, Jr., presented her impress ions as a young French girl who
taught at W esth ampton, stud ied at T. C. Wi ll iams
Law School, and met her fut ure husband-a ll in
one year.
Another in novation was the pub licity venture on
March 19 at 8 :00 P.M., Ta lbot Park Bapt ist Church
Social H all , when Miss Pau line Turnbull and D r.
May L. Keller prese nted the beautiful colored slides
of the ir recent trip p lus some campus scenes. Nancy
McC lees and Kitty Alfriend ha ndled the p ublicity;
Caro lyn Hefl in and He len Laughon served on the
socia l committee; Florence Marston H arvey was
hostess to the guests whom we enjoyed and who
liked the Norfolk Municipal Gardens during
"Came ll ia" season.
The next meeting of the club wi ll be a luncheon
at Lewis Manor in Norfo lk at 1:00 o'clock, May
15, when the new officers will be elected.

New York Club
President: MRS. JULES F. DE DAN {Frances
Gott lieb), 137 Walker Court , West Orange,
New Jersey.
D ue to the fact that I was recovering from the
effects of an operation and a case of virus, our
plans for the winter suffered considerab ly. However, we did have our long-delayed Long Island
sectiona l meeting at the home of Carlene Wagner
in Garde n City. This was in the form of a tea on
Saturday, January 30, 1954. I am happy to state
that the affair was a success as it served to draw
out many we had not seen in some time .

The New Jersey meeting will also be a tea some
time in April at my home ( accordi ng to present
plans). Notices will be sent out in sufficient time
for you New Jersey girls to be with us in good
numbers (we hope!).
The final meeting of the 1953-1954 season will
be held in New York in May. P lease watch for
notices and plan to atte nd as it will be an important
function. One of the items on the agenda will be
election of officers. Come out and help us pick a
good slate!

Richmond Club
President: MRS. BOATWRIGHTLYNCH, 23 Clarke
Road, Richmond, Va.
The alum nae and alumni clubs of the University
of Richmond joint ly presented, during February
and March, a very diversified and interesting program embracing religion, literature, music and city
government as their fourth annual lecture-forum
series. On February 2 at 8:00 P.M. in Keller Hall
a forum discussion was he ld on "The Outlook for
Religion" by Dr. J. Hundley Wi ley, Professor of
Sociology; Dr. Nolan E. Rice, Professor of Biology;
and Dean F. Byers Miller , Dean of the School of
Business Administration. The moderator was Dr.
Ralph C. McDane l, Professor of History. This program and all of the following ones in the series
was broadcast by WR.J."JL on a delayed broadcast
from 9 :00 to 10:00 P.M.
On February 16 Dr. Lewis Ball , Professor of
Engl ish; Dr. Edward S. Pepie , Professor of English; and Mrs. Fred S. D ixon, Young Peoples '
Director, Second Baptist Church, discussed '"Comic
Book or Classic; What Has Happened to America's
Taste in Literature' " Dr. May L. Keller, former
Westhampton College Dean , moderated.
On March 2 Mr. Horace H. Edwards , City Manager of Richmo nd; Dr. Spencer T. A lbright, Jr. ,
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Associate Professor of Political Science; and Mr.
Ernst W. Farley Jr. , President of Richmond Engineering Company , were members of a panel discussing Richmond's future in "A Blueprint for
Richmond. " The moderator was Mayor Edward E.
Haddock.
A musical program was presented on March 16
by the Music Department facu lty starting with a
Brahms quintet, followed by the one-act opera
"The Telephone" by Menotti. Singing in the opera
were Miss Priscilla Phillips , soprano; assisted by
Mr. Lloyd Bell , baritone; and accompanied by Dr.
John White, head of the Music Department.
The series this year was highly successful, with
attendance of from 200 to 300 at each. The newly
initiated coffee hour following the programs was a
popular social feature of each event.
SALLIEVAN DYCK WOOD
Publicity Chairman

Suffolk Area Club
President: MRS. A. L. BRINKLEY {Ethel Pond, .
' 28), 523 Riverside Drive , Suffolk, Va.
Our spring meeting was held March 30, 1954, in
the Educational Building of the West End Baptist
Church in Suffolk. Invitations were extended again
this year to the high school girls of our area as
well as their mothers.
Mrs. Ethel Pond Brinkley , ' 28, presided over the
business portion of the meeting. She welcomed our
guests and acquainted us with the plans for the
40th anniversary celebration. The new slate of
officers was announced as reported by the nominating committee. They were elected as follows:
President, Mrs. Marjorie Rhodes Hall of Windsor ,
'25; Vice President, Mrs. Elaine Leonard Davis of
Suffolk, '49; Secretary, Miss Sophia Zea of Suffolk,
' 52; and Treasurer , Mrs. Mary Armentrout Darden
of Fran klin , '26. It was also voted that we accept

the recommendation from the Executive Board that
the club contribut e $ 15 to the Alumna e Fund.
Our program consisted first of the show ing of a
number of Miss Turnbull"s slides. The girls were
very much impressed with the beauty of the W esthampton camp us. V irg ini a M ae Lovelace and Mr s .•
Brinkley made comments of exp lana tion as these
were being shown.
Miss Sophia Zea, '52, then took charge and presented a pane l of live W esthampto n girls. They
were: Virginia Mae Lovelace, '55, Betty Brinkley,
'56, Aimee Lee Raveling, '57, Nancy Lewis D arden,
'56, and Lillian Stevenson, '56. These students told
the high schoo l gir ls just what to expect at W esthampton. All phases of college life from ratting on
up were menti oned. The religious and social, as
we ll as the scholastic lif e, were discussed in order
that the high school girl s wo uld know just what a
well-rounded program Westhampton could offer.
A social period followed duri ng which the high
school and college gi rls had quite a get-together.
Although disappointed by the small number of
alumnae present, we were more than gratified by
the large number of students-fifteen
attending
from the three-county area. A freak storm of
thunder, hail, a seventy-mile wi nd, and the heaviest
downpour of the season affected our atte ndan ce,
but in no wise dampe ned the Wonderful Westhampton spirit of those who braved the storm.
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tor ical pub lications fot such organizations as the
DAR . A speciali st on flags, swords, stamps and
coins, he was a member of the Numismatic Society.

1905Former State Senator Robert C. Vaden , 71, died
at a D anvill e hospi tal February 20. He had tendered his resignation as president pro tempor e and
ranking member of the State Senate last Augu st 13.
Hi s legislati ve career extended over a period of 20
years in th e upper branch of the G enera l Assembly. H e rep resented the Thirteenth Di strict. At
the 1952 session he was elected pres ident pro
tempore of the Senate. H e had served as chairman of the Privileges and Elections Committee
and as a ranking memb er of four other committees:
Finance, Roads and Int ern al Navigation, W elfar e
and Counties, Cities and Towns. He also stood
high on the Court s of Ju stice Committee, Nominations and Confirmations Committ ee, and was an
ex-officio member of Ru les.

1899Dr. Sidney McFarland Sowe ll, 82, first Southern
Baptist missionary to Argentina, died M arch 2 in
Buenos Aires . A native of Fluvanna County, he
earned his master of arts degree at Richm ond College and the master and doctor of theology degrees
at Southern Baptist Theologica l Seminary in Louisville, Ky. In 1903 he was chosen by the Foreign
Mission Board of the Southern Baptists to become
their first missionary to Argentina. H e retired from
active work in 1942. At one time he taught at the
Baptist Theologica l Seminary in Buenos Aires. Dr.
Sowell married Miss Ermine Bagby, daughter of
the first Southern Baptist missio nary to Brazil.
She died in 1939. One of their fo ur chi ldren, Mrs .
Anne Sowe ll Margrett is now servi ng as a South.em Baptist m issionary in Argentina.

1902Theodore T. Belote, reti red curator of history
at the Smithsonian In stitu tion, died in D ecember
at the age of 72. Born on the Eastern Shore of
Virginia, he graduated from Richmond College
and then took his master's degree at Harvard U niversity. H e also studi ed at the University of Berlin
and the Un iversity of Leipzig. M r. Belote taught
history at the U niversity of Cincinnati before joining the Smithsonian staff in 1908. H e wrote several books for the institution, including one on
flags and another on swords, and wrote other his-

1915Roger W. Mercer, 59, vice-president and cashier of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond ,
died March 11 at hi s hom e at 3410 Wyth e Ave .
He was an alumnus of Richmond College, Vir gini a
Polytechnic In sti tut e, and atte nded M cGui re's
Universi ty School. H e joined the staff of the Federal Reserve Bank in 1920 as clerk in the discount department. H e was a member of the M asonic Ord er and of Second Baptist Church .

CATHARINEQUARLESBASKERVILL
Catharine Quarles Baskervill, the first
woman to gra duat e from Rid1111ondCollege
and for many years a member of th e faculty
of the University of Chicago, died in Culpeper, Vir ginia, on February 8 at the age of

I

Haskins Hobson, 76, judge of Law and Equity
Court, Part II, and a former member of the Vir_ginia House of D elegates, died in Febru ary. H e
Jived at 7 Rio Vista Lane, Richmond. Judge Hobson received his law degree at the U niversity of
Richmond and served from 1912 to 1920 on the
Chesterfield County Board of Supervisors. In the
latter year he was a delegate to the D emocrat ic
Nationa l Conve ntion in San Francisco. H e was
first elected to the House of D elegates as represent.ative of Chesterfie ld and Powhatan Counties in
1929. Judge H obson was endorsed for the judgeship of Law and Equity Court, Part II , in J anuary ,
1944, by the Richmond Bar Association. H e was
a founder and director of the Lawyers Title In surance Corp. and a director of the South Richmond
Bank, now the Richmond Bank and Trust Company.

1912Gr egory Gray Garland, retir ed district superin tendent for Autocar Sales and Service Company,
died March 25 in Radfo rd . He was 64. Born in
Charlott e County he attended Richmond Coll ege and
graduated from the T . C. Williams School of Law .
He served as a captain in the Tank Corps during
World War I. H e lived at 4705 Rolfe Road in
Richmond and was a member of Gro ve Avenue
Bapti st Church.

71.

Mrs. Baskervill was born in Cumberland,
Maryland , on July 7, 1882, the daughter of
the Rev. H enry Lewis Quarl es and Anna Gertrude Cowherd. Th e family moved to Richmond in 1896 when Dr. Quarl es took d1arge
of the Broadus Memorial Baptist Chur ch .
In the fall of that year, Catharine entered the
Woman 's College from which she graduated
in 1898 at the age of 16. Rimmond College
opened its doors to wom en that fall and Miss
Quarles applied for admission, despite the
fact that she was barely 17 and the minimum
age required was 18. The Board , in view of
her graduation from the Woman 's College ,
accepted her by special action. Thus Miss
Quarles became the first "co-ed" at Rimmond
College and, a year later, its first woman
gra duat e.
After teaming at the Woman 's College for
a short time, Catharine moved to Chicago for
gra duate study. Th ere she met Charles Read
Baskervill whom she married in 1903. Aft er
several years of residence in Oklahoma and
Texas where her husband taught at the State
universities, they returned to Chicago in 1911
when Dr. Baskervill joined th e D epartm ent
of English at the University of Chicago. He
served th ere as professor and, later, as Chairman of the Departm ent, until his death in
1935 .
During her husband 's years at the Univer sity, Mrs. Baskervill helped in his research
and in the editing of books and journals
which came under his direction. It was at this
time, too, that Mrs. Baskervill began to teach
for the Univ ersity's Home-Study Department.
After the death of her husband, she was
asked to join the faculty of University College, the University's downtown center. There
Mrs. Baskervill taught English Composition,
Shakespear e, and English Drama for more
than 17 years.
During World War II, Mrs. Baskervill's
Home-Study Students included many mem -
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bers of the armed forces serving overseas.
Tea ching and encouraging these boys became
one of her mief interests . Sometimes their
papers would come to her wet, sometimes
dirty and smelling of oil, but she carefully
corrected th em and sent them back, not
knowing where. These contacts created such
a feeling of friendship that when her students returned to the States, many wanted to
continu e th eir work at the University of
Chicago and came to Mrs. Baskervill 's home
for advice and help. Some stayed with her
whil e looking for rooms . Catharine's apartment near the University campus became
"hom e" for her students and their friends,
and she would sit up far into the night helping them with their work, criticizing their
paper s, and putting many on their way to
success. A sizable number of Ph.D 's and
oth er young scholars now active in universities across the country received inspiration
and encouragement in this way from Mrs.
Baskervill.
Catharine continued her teaching, in the
classroom and by correspondence, until May of
195 3. In addition , she took over-at the age
of 69-entirely new responsibilities and became mief editor of a United States Navy
project at the University of Chicago . This
job involved editing and revising naval
textbooks and examinations . A serious operation slowed her work in the spring of 1953,
but 3he continued the Home-Study and Navy
work through the summer, many times when
she was suffering greatly . It was only in
September of last year that Mrs. Baskervill
was forced to accept the fact that she could
not continue the work she loved and had
given her life to, and notified the University
that she would be unable to meet her fall
classes.
in September Mrs. Baskervill returned to
Virginia to make her home with her sister,
Frieda Quarles Yowell of Culpeper. She died
there on February 8 and was buried in the
Quarles family lot in the Masonic Cemetery
at Culpeper. Catharine left one daughter,
Latham, who teames Art at Elmhurst College in Elmhurst, Illinois.
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The most important part of
your life begins ...
in a
new home .. . with new
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Why not have new energy
. . . new health ideals?
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"I smoke REGULAR
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Mary Healy
"I like KING-SIZE
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Peter Lind Hayes
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YOUWANT
THEQUALITY
No matter which size Chesterfield
you buy you get the same premium quality cigarette, and all
the flavor and mildness that goes
with it! You get the world's best
tob?ccos, selected by Chesterfield
buyers with the help of our research chemists .. . and proven,
by actual tobacco tests, to be
highest in quality.
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YOU
LOWNICOTINE
THE
Before we buy tobaccos for
Chesterfields, our laboratories
take samples from all over the
tobacco country and analyze
them for low nicotine content.
The extra care pays off! In recent "tobacco tests," the six
leading brands of cigarettes were
chemically analyzed. The findings: of them all, Chesterfield is
highest in quality.:...
low in nicotine.

TOHAVE
THEPROOFYOUOUGHT
A group of Chesterfield smokers have been examined
by a doctor every two months for almost two years.
45% of them have been smoking Chesterfield, on
the average, for we11over 10 years. The doctor's examinations show .. , no adverse effect. to the nose, throat
from smokint
and sinuses
Chesterfield.
Consider Chesterfield's record
with these smokers-with millions
of other smokers throughout
America. Change to Chesterfield
and . enjoy the taste and mildness
you want-highest in quality-low
in nicotine- best for you I

